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a word

from editor-in-chief

On October 22 this year, Business
Aviation received infusion of new
life by way of the entry of the G700
business jet from Gulfstream into
the global market. G700 is being
called the harbinger of a new era
for Gulfstream as well as that of
the business aviation sector.

A major event on the global aviation scene spanning
across both military and civil aviation, is the biennial Airshow
at Dubai. Covering all segments of the aerospace industry, this
Airshow is among the largest aerospace events in the Middle
East and is viewed as strategically the most important aerospace exhibition for the Armed Forces of the UAE. This year,
this iconic event, is scheduled to be held from November 17 to
21 at the Dubai World Central which is regarded as Dubai’s airport of the future. The Dubai Airshow 2019 is expected surpass
the figures of the previous edition in 2017. A comprehensive
preview of the Dubai Airshow 2019 by Ayushee Chaudhary of
SP Guide Publications is included in this issue of SP’s Aviation.
Dr Vivek Lall, a US citizen of Indian origin, is a world
renowned personality in aerospace and defence, now working with Lockheed Martin. He has held various key positions
with his last stint as Chief Executive of Strategic Development
at General Atomics. He is one of the senior-most persons of
Indian origin in the US in an aerospace and defence sector. This
issue of the magazine carries a detailed profile of Dr Vivek Lall’s
illustrious career, his achievements and his contribution to the
aerospace industry.
A major achievement by Embraer, the aerospace major of
Brazil, is the successful development of the KC-390, a mediumlift, twin engine military transport aircraft. The project was
launched in April 2009 and the aircraft undertook its maiden
flight in February 2015, less than six years after the launch of
the project. This is a remarkable achievement indeed and an
example for the Indian aerospace industry to emulate. A report
on the development of the KC-390 by Air Marshal B.K. Pandey
(Retd) has been included in this issue of SP’s Aviation.
On October 22 this year, Business Aviation received infusion
of new life by way of the entry of the G700 business jet from
Gulfstream into the global market. This new flagship model
was unveiled by Gulfstream at the National Business Aviation

Association (NBAA) Business Aviation Convention Exhibition
(NBAA-BACE) at the Las Vegas Convention Centre and Henderson Executive Airport. Built on the company’s decades-long
investment in research and development, the G700 is being
called the harbinger of a new era for Gulfstream as well as that
of the business aviation sector. A report on the G700 by Ayushee
Chaudhary figures in this issue of the magazine.
One segment of the aviation industry the world over that has
immense potential for growth as a financially lucrative business venture is the maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO)
segment. In the Asian region particularly, while profit margins
may be razor thin with the region’s commercial air carriers, the
returns and growth prospects for MRO industry appear to be
consistently healthy. Fuelling the demand is the rapid increase
in the number of low-cost carriers which, by their very nature,
outsource maintenance to eliminate overhead, keep costs low
and ticket prices competitive. This issue of the magazine carries
an analysis of this subject by Byron Bohlman.
All this and more in this issue of SP’s Aviation. Welcome
aboard and we wish you many happy landings!
Jai Hind!

Owned, published and printed by Jayant Baranwal, printed at Kala Jyothi Process Pvt Ltd and published at
A-133, Arjun Nagar (Opposite Defence Colony), New Delhi 110003, India. All rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
photocopying, recording, electronic, or otherwise without prior written permission of the Publishers.
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Garuda’s GMF AeroAsia opened the largest hangar in Asia four years ago, specifically to accommodate narrow body jets. It can service
16 aircraft inside the structure located at Jakarta’s Soekarno-Hatta Airport. GMF counts AirAsia, IndiGo and Russia’s Nordwind among
its customers.

MRO Asia
Competition Heats Up
Maintaining, repairing and overhauling aircraft is labour intensive and time consuming, two
elements that aren’t compatible with the low-cost, low-fare airline philosophy

Photograph: GMF AeroAsia

By Byron Bohlman
There’s big money to be made maintaining Asia’s airline
fleets. While profit margins may be razor-thin with the region’s
commercial air carriers, the returns and growth prospects for
MROs look consistently healthy. Fueling the demand is the
explosive rise of low-cost carriers which, by their very nature,
outsource maintenance to eliminate overhead, keep costs low
and ticket prices competitive.
AvWeek’s MRO-Network.com ranked the expected value of
MRO business (US$ billion) from now through 2028 for the top
ten countries in the region.

www.sps-aviation.com

Labour Cost is Key
Maintaining, repairing and overhauling aircraft is labour intensive and time consuming, two elements that aren’t compatible
with the low-cost, low-fare airline philosophy. The LCC model
works well with standardisation, uncomplicated processes,
automation, digital sales channels, and contracted maintenance. It’s why MRO providers, especially in Asia, are investing
in facilities that cater to A320s and B737s, the most popular
narrow body jets for LCCs around the world.
The growing proportion of these two aircraft types in the
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Expected value of MRO business from now through 2028
for the top 10 countries in the region
Japan
$22.8 billion

Vietnam
$5.9 billion

Hong Kong
$16.9 billion

Philippines
$6.4 billion

Singapore
$15.9 billion

Taiwan
$8.8 billion

Thailand
$8.9 billion

Indonesia
$14.8 billion

Australia
$12.7 billion

Malaysia
$10.7 billion

Source: MRO-Network.com

pan-Asia commercial fleet, driven by acquisitions by LCCs,
is highlighting the disparity in MRO labour rates around the
region. Technical skills may be more developed in Japan, Hong
Kong and Singapore where MROs have long-established facilities, but the low salaries and newly trained employees in other
countries are playing catch-up, and winning business.
Indonesia on the Rise
Garuda’s GMF AeroAsia opened the
largest hangar in Asia four years
ago, specifically to accommodate
narrow body jets. It can service 16
aircraft inside the structure located
at Jakarta’s Soekarno-Hatta Airport.
GMF counts AirAsia, IndiGo and Russia’s Nordwind among its customers.
It had planned to open a new $41
million, 25,000 m2 hangar at Batam,
across the strait from Singapore,
sometime in 2019. The venture had
faced years of delays. Still, it intends
to invest $400 million in new facilities with a focus on narrow body jets,
supplementing the four hangars it
already has in Jakarta.
GMF claims it can tap into the
country’s huge population to produce
skilled labour. Its advantage lies in
the salaries it pays its technicians.
They earn just one sixth of the wages
of those working in Singapore. The
company also wants to expand to

4
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South Korea and the UAE through joint ventures and staff those
MRO operations with low-cost Indonesian mechanics.
Thailand Wants its Share
The story is similar in Thailand. According to a 2018 report in
the Nikkei Asian Review, some 60 per cent of all maintenance
for the nation’s air carriers was outsourced in 2017. The government wants to bring that business
in-house and establish Thailand as
a center for technical support. It has
proposed generous tax incentives to
encourage companies to relocate.
Last year, Thai Airways International agreed to establish a maintenance facility with Airbus in a special
economic zone on the coast of the
Gulf of Thailand. The value of the
investment is about $329 million.
In a further initiative, Thai Airways
received certification from RollsRoyce to be an authorised repair
center for the manufacturer’s Trent
engines. It’s welcome news for the
airline that uses the engine type on
its own fleet and for the new business
it can generate overhauling engines
of LCCs that fly to/from Bangkok’s
Don Mueang Airport, just 30 km from
Suvarnabhumi Airport.

The LCC model
works well with
standardisation,
uncomplicated
processes, automation,
digital sales channels,
and contracted
maintenance. It’s
why MRO providers,
especially in Asia, are
investing in facilities
that cater to A320s and
B737s, the most popular
narrow body jets for
LCCs around the world.

Singapore Goes Higher Tech
Although its labour rates are appre-

www.sps-aviation.com
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Lufthansa Technik Philippines is planning a $40 million expansion of its Villamor Airbase facility in Pasay City

Japan and a new facility at Naha Airport in Okinawa. Citing a
lack of heavy maintenance capacity in the country and a growing dependence on Chinese MROs, the new venture will serve
the ANA fleet and carriers in Asia Pacific. Japan Airlines has
been outsourcing its heaving maintenance to HAECO in Hong
Kong and Xiamen, and to ST Aerospace in Guangzhou. Both carriers facing increasing costs from Chinese MROs and competition for hangar space as China’s own commercial fleet grows.
VAECO in Vietnam, Korean Air Maintenance and Engineering, Sepang in Malaysia are all eager capture a share of the
lucrative MRO business. Evergreen Aviation Technologies is a
new joint venture between GE and EVA Air to provide MRO services at Taipei.
Lufthansa Technik Philippines is
planning a $40 million expansion of its
Villamor Airbase facility in Pasay City.
Technical skills may
The company forecasts business to
increase between 4 per cent and 5 per
be more developed in
cent every year and is preparing for the
Japan, Hong Kong and
growth. It intends to hire 300 aircraft
mechanics which, according to LTP
Singapore where MROs
President and CEO Elmar Lutter, could
have long-established
lead to a labour shortage in the Philipfacilities, but the low
pine MRO industry since Filipinos have
an outstanding reputation for technical
salaries and newly
excellence. LTP has operations in Cebu,
trained employees in
Davao, Pampanga and Aklan.
Trade Secretary Ramon Lopez has
other countries are
said that the Philippine government
playing catch-up, and
aims to make the country an MRO hub
winning business.
in Asia Pacific. It seems that everyone
wants a piece of the pie. SP

Photograph: Lufthansa Technik Philippines

ciably higher, the industry in Singapore is not complacent. It
has turned to automation to stay competitive, with cutting-edge
technology that sets it apart from other MROs. STE, Singapore
Technologies Engineering, has tested a type of drone that flies
over aircraft in the hangar. The machines detect anomalies in
aircraft structures such as cracks, and surface scratches and
stains on aluminum skin. It also has ventured into the production of small spare parts in the cabin. It’s using 3D printers to
make cup holders and seat tray tables.
Singapore Aero Engine Services, a partnership between SIA
Engineering and Rolls-Royce, has joined up with the Singapore
Agency for Science, Technology and Research. The team will
explore ways to improve automation
and develop digital technologies that
can be used by aircraft manufacturers and MROs.
Others Want Their Share
HAECO of Hong Kong reported a
20.5 per cent increase in year-overyear profit for the first six months of
2018 although weaker forward bookings for some services was expecting
to impact the second half of the year
while the number of engine overhaul
hours appeared steady. HAECO has
some 16,000 employees and subsidiaries or part ownership of MROs in
the Americas and Xiamen.
Japan’s All Nippon Airways has
partnered with JAMCO and Mitsubishi Heavy Industries to establish MRO

www.sps-aviation.com
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Etihad’s Boeing
787 DREAMLINER

A Region in Transition:
Shifting Sands
in the Middle East
The arrival of more ultra-long haul flights is ushering in a new era of more point-to-point
service with smaller aircraft, a trend that is sure to challenge the mega-hub mentality

Photograph: Etihad

By Byron Bohlman
Last October’s QANTAS 19-hour 16-minute nonstop
Project Sunrise test flight from New York to Sydney measured
the viability of ultra-long-distance flights on crews, passengers
and the B787-9 on the 16,200-km sector. The same month,
Air New Zealand announced it will introduce nonstop service
between Newark and Auckland next year. These are yet two
more examples of the growing trend to ultra-long-haul travel.
QANTAS, Singapore Airlines and Qatar Airways already fly
some of the longest nonstop routes in the world.
A new generation of Boeing and Airbus jets with extended
range has huge implications for airports and carriers in the
Middle East. And it’s not just technology that’s changing the
aviation landscape. Low-cost airlines are poised to make big
inroads in a region that was once the benchmark of the premium travel experience.
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Bucking the Trend - Reverse Growth
For decades, Dubai, and more recently Abu Dhabi and Doha,
have built their aviation fortresses by capturing a huge share of
the enormous flow of traffic between Europe and Australasia.
For some twenty years, those hubs have been growing thanks
to robust demand, range-limited airplanes, and expanding networks that attracted connecting passengers. Last year, Dubai
handled some 90 million passengers.
But the number of year-over-year international revenue
passenger kilometres (RPKs) recorded by Middle East airlines
hit a plateau over the last 12-15 months, and even declined
0.8 per cent in February, according to IATA data published by
CAPA. While carriers in other world regions reported positive
year-over-year RPK growth that month, only the Middle East
saw a negative trend.

www.sps-aviation.com
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Two of the big three Gulf carriers responded to the stagnant demand by tempering capacity growth. Emirates added
only 2.6 per cent more system seats in 2018 compared to 2017.
Etihad cut capacity by 2.5 per cent during the same 12-month
period. Only Qatar Airways continued to expand. It added 6.8
per cent more system seats, flew nearly 17 per cent more ASKs,
and opened new routes despite the ongoing two-year diplomatic blockade that restricts the airline from overflying the
UAE, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and Egypt.
The oil industry drives economic activity in the region,
including air travel. Demand will likely stay flat as long as the
price of crude oil remains stable. The arrival of more ultra-longhaul flights is ushering in a new era of more point-to-point service with smaller aircraft, a trend that is sure to challenge the
mega-hub mentality.
Is the Mega-Hub Business Model Obsolete?
The decision by Emirates to add B777s and B787s was the
death knell for the A380 programme. It also signaled the preference for airlines to fly smaller, more efficient long-range airplanes on thin routes rather than mega-jumbos via a single hub.
Although Emirates Airline reported a $237 million profit
last year, 69 per cent lower than the previous year, its profit
margin was barely positive at just 0.9 per cent. A stronger
US Dollar and higher fuel expense contributed to the weaker
results. Revenue from Gulf and Middle
East routes declined 3 per cent while
all other regions saw year-on-year
increases between 5 per cent and 9
per cent.
Last February, Qatar Airways
announced it will retire its fleet of A380s
by 2024 and replace them with B777s.
Declining traffic and additional capacity explain Qatar’s record $639 million
loss posted last March. The carrier’s
future fleet plan calls for only four types
– B777s, B787s, A350s, and A321s.
Etihad is also reviewing its fleet
decisions. It took possession of five
new A350-1000 jets this year, put them
immediately in storage, and deferred
delivery of the remaining order. The airline recorded a whopping $1.3 billion loss last year and was seeking a $600 million
loan to finance the acquisition of new, smaller-capacity jets.

But more point-to-point long-haul nonstop flights that overfly Dubai, Abu Dhabi and Doha is only one emerging trend.
Another is the steady rise of low-cost carriers. Their influence is
putting more pressure on premium fares sold by legacy airlines
in intra-regional markets.
Tapping into the Value-Conscious Consumer Segment
In an effort to fill their front cabins and reduced costs amid
declining traffic, mainline carriers have introduced strippeddown versions of their business class hard product. Perks like
airport lounge access, advance seat assignment and ground
transfers are now chargeable features or even excluded from
discounted premium fares in recognition of value-conscious
business travelers willing to pay less than the standard tariff.
That same price and value-sensitivity exists with budgetconscious travelers who are flying on low-fare, low-cost airlines
in record numbers. Within western Europe, seats offered by
LCCs accounted for nearly 44 per cent of all regional capacity
last year. In parts of Asia, the percentage was even higher. Yet
on intra-regional routes in the Middle East, LCCs provided only
17 per cent of seat capacity in 2018, up from 8 per cent in 2009.
The LCC proportion, however is set to grow. Last month,
Etihad and Air Arabia announced the joint launch of Air Arabia
Abu Dhabi, an LCC to be based in Abu Dhabi. The entity plans to
finalise an order for at least 100 Boeing or Airbus jets in January.
Flydubai is adding to its in-service
fleet of 47 B737s with an order for 237
more. It expects to take delivery of 100
aircraft by 2023, a date which may be
at risk since the new orders are for the
B737 MAX.

Low-cost airlines
are poised to make
big inroads in a
region that was once
the benchmark of
the premium travel
experience

Year-Over-Year International
RPK Change
February 2019 vs 2018
Europe

+7.6%

Industry

+4.6%

Latin America

+4.3%

Asia/Pacific

+4.2%

North America

+4.2%

Africa

+2.5%

Middle East

-0.8%

Sources: IATA Passenger Analysis/CAPA
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Saudi Arabia – The Sleeping Giant
that Will Transform Regional
Aviation
A new visa programme to encourage tourism and reduce the country’s
dependence on oil revenue is now in
effect for nationals of 49 countries. The
Kingdom has set a goal of welcoming
100 million international and domestic
visitors by 2030. New projects, including transforming 50 islands and sites on the Red Sea into luxury
resorts and building Qiddiya, an entertainment city of theme
parks, a safari zone, and a motor sports area near Riyadh, will
create one million tourism jobs.
It’s an ambitious undertaking that will require plenty of airline seats to attract tourists from around the Gulf and Middle
East. Accordingly, the Kingdom’s two LCCs are adding to their
fleets. The Saudi Arabian Airlines LCC subsidiary, flyadeal, has
ordered up to 50 A320neos. Deliveries start in 2021. Flynas,
with 32 A319s and A320s in service, has 117 A320neos on
order. Those new aircraft will be in high-density, dual-class,
174-seat configuration.
The explosive growth in LCC capacity between Air Arabia, Air Arabia Abu Dhabi, flydubai, flyadeal and Flynas will
ensure the Middle East remains an aviation powerhouse, even
when the A380s are gone and more flights start bypassing the
region’s mega-hubs. SP

Byron Bohlman is a 39-year airline industry veteran and
part-time consultant. He was a domestic airline pricing
director for Air Canada and global marketing director at
Bombardier and Embraer.
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A Lockheed Martin F-16F Desert Falcon of the United Arab Emirates Air Force (UAEAF) finishes tanking from a 100th Air Refueling Wing
KC-135 Stratotanker of the US Air Force over the Mediterranean Sea. The UAEAF originally ordered 80 F-16E/F Block 60 aircraft that were
delivered between 2003 and 2006.

Defence
Environment in the
UAE
The United Arab Emirates (UAE) is most certainly one of the status quo powers in the
Middle East. In a regional context it remains highly suspicious of Iran, an opinion that is
reinforced by the fact that Iran occupies the Tunb Islands and Abu Musa Island in Gulf,
territory that the UAE claims.

Photograph: US Air Force

By David Saw
The security situation in the Gulf area is extremely
unstable at the present time, on the one hand you have the
‘status quo’ powers principally Saudi Arabia and the majority
of Arab states that wish to keep things exactly as they are, while
on the other hand you have Iran who wishes to demolish the
status quo and build a new regional security architecture with
it as the dominant player. To further complicate matters you
have Qatar which has its own agenda, sometimes siding with
the other Arab states and other times sponsoring forces that

8
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seek to replace the leaderships of these other Arab states. Additionally Qatar retains significant trade links and cordial relations with Iran.
The United Arab Emirates (UAE) is most certainly one of the
status quo powers in the Middle East. In a regional context it
remains highly suspicious of Iran, an opinion that is reinforced
by the fact that Iran occupies the Tunb Islands and Abu Musa
Island in Gulf, territory that the UAE claims. It has issues with
Qatar, especially as regards Doha’s support for groups such as

www.sps-aviation.com
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the Muslim Brotherhood, which was classified as a terrorist
grouping by the UAE. The UAE also participates in the Arab
boycott of Qatar which commenced in 2017 and is still ongoing.
Usually acting in concert with Saudi Arabia, the UAE has
sought to stabilise the security situation in the Gulf. In 2011
UAE police were deployed to assist Bahrain in putting down an
anti-government protests. Then in 2015 the UAE joined with
the Saudi-led intervention seeking to confront the Iranian-sponsored Houthi rebels in the Yemen (the UAE conducted a partial
troop withdrawal from Yemen in July 2017).
Strategic Interests
The UAE has also looked to expand its strategic interests beyond
the Gulf region, this policy covers both strategic and economic
rationales. They are involved in supporting local forces in Libya,
support which also includes armed UAS missions. The UAE has
also established bases at Assab in Eritrea, Berbera in Somaliland and is also operating in Somalia. The UAE can offer funding
to support its local proteges and has the ability to make major
investments to enhance local economies.
The fact that the UAE has recognised the need to broaden
their strategic horizons is significant, they are using military
capability where necessary, for example
UAS combat missions in Libya or a Special Forces training camp in Somalia,
as a foreign policy tool. They also use
their financial strength as another foreign policy tool. For example from 2013
onwards the UAE started investing in
agriculture and industry in Serbia, the
next year saw Serbia and the UAE sign
a military cooperation agreement that
included the exchange of information
and defence technology between the
two countries, as well as the training
of UAE personnel in Serbia. Additionally the UAE would fund weapon development programmes in Serbia, these
included the Advanced Light Attack
System (ALAS), a missile programme.
The UAE uses the ALAS-C missile as
part of its coastal defence system.
The financial power of the UAE is not to be underestimated,
the country is sitting on 5.7 per cent of the world’s proven oil
reserves. However, the UAE is making strenuous efforts to reduce
its dependence on oil and the plan is that by 2021, the share of oil
and other hydrocarbons in the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), all
the goods and services produced by the domestic economy, of the
UAE is down to only 20 per cent, it is currently running at under
30 per cent. According to the International Monetary Fund their
projected nominal GDP for the UAE was $433 billion in 2018 rising to $456 billion for 2019. When you consider that these GDP
numbers are generated by a country with a population of 9.071
million, the strength of the UAE economy is obvious.
The other contributor to the economic power of the UAE
is their Sovereign Wealth Funds (SWF), these were established
from profits gained from hydrocarbon sales and are design to
invest internationally to generate revenues to further develop
the UAE. The Abu Dhabi Investment Authority manages funds
worth over $696 billion, it is the fifth biggest sovereign wealth
fund in the world. The Investment Corporation of Dubai manages funds worth $239 billion, while the Mubadala Investment
Company in Abu Dhabi manages funds worth over $228 billion.
There are also other smaller SWF in the UAE.

People and Threats
All of this demonstrates that the UAE is a small and very rich
country, but the low population of the UAE is a drawback. The
UAE has a population of 9.701 million people, but less than
12 per cent of these are actual Emirati citizens. This lack of
numbers led the UAE government to introduce a mandatory
national service law in 2014. All Emirati men aged between
18-30 who have finished secondary school will serve for a year,
those who did not finish secondary school will serve two years,
there is also a reserve liability. Emirati women can volunteer
for a nine-month national service commitment. National service covers service with the UAE Armed Forces, the Ministry of
Defence, the Ministry of Interior, the State Security Service and
other officially identified government institutions.
This goes some of the way to solving UAE military personnel
problem, but it is not enough and combat operations have led
to the UAE employing contractors from Colombia, El Salvador
and Panama in combat units. This also helps reduce casualties
amongst UAE nationals, something the UAE military is highly
sensitive towards.
The Iranian missile/drone attack on crude-processing
facility at Abqaiq and the Khurais oil field in Saudi Arabia in
September demonstrates how tension
is escalating in the Gulf region. It also
exposes the vulnerability of critical
infrastructure to attack, this is obviously
a great concern to the UAE. Iran’s surrogates, the Houthi rebels in the Yemen
claim to have launched missiles against
the Barakah nuclear power plant in
Abu Dhabi, which has four APR-1400
Pressurised Water Reactors (PWR). The
Houthi also claim to have targeted Abu
Dhabi airport with armed UAS systems.
The potential Iranian missile threat
to the UAE has seen major investment
in air defences, this has seen the acquisition of the Lockheed Martin Terminal
High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD)
and the Raytheon Patriot PAC-3 systems.
The UAE will seek to add to these air
defence capabilities and will potentially
seek to integrate its air defences with those of regional allies.
As regards the UAE Air Force the search for a successor to
the Dassault Mirage 2000-9 fleet is still ongoing, as efforts by
France to generate a Rafale sale failed to be fruit. There was
some consolation for France with the fact that the UAE Navy
ordered two Gowind corvettes with two on option from Naval
Group. The Lockheed Martin F-16E/F Desert Falcon remains
the most numerous combat platform in UAE Air Force service,
but with the arrival of more and more advanced combat aircraft
in the region, the need to further enhance the F-16 fleet grows
ever more pressing. Across the UAE military the emphasis will
be on upgrades and capability enhancements, unless it is necessary to make a major defence purchase for political or operational reasons.
The UAE continues to have the funds necessary to support
a high level of defence spending and, if required, major acquisition programmes. The point to remember is that the UAE has
spent years acquiring advanced defence equipment and that the
vast majority of these systems do not need replacement, they
only require enhancement. This is a logical approach as in the
final analysis, the UAE military does not have the personnel
resources to support a large number of new acquisitions. SP

The United Arab
Emirates has also
looked to expand its
strategic interests
beyond the Gulf
region, this policy
covers both strategic
and economic
rationales
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Exercise Eastern Bridge-V: The objectives were to foster closer relationship between Indian and Oman forces
& undertake mutual exchange of best practices.

Upgraded IAF MiG-29s
spar with Omani F-16s
AESA radar, ground attack capability, longer-range missiles, new engines, mid-air refuelling
give the ‘most advanced MiG-29 variant’ an edge in India’s neighbourhood

Photograph: IAF

By Vishal Thapar
The 4.5 generation capability of the upgraded MiG-29
fighters was successfully validated by the Indian Air Force (IAF)
against Royal Air Force Oman (RAFO) F-16s during the air
combat Exercise Eastern Bridge-V from October 17 to 26 at the
Masirah airbase in Oman.
The Block 50 variant RAFO F-16 are similar to the Pakistan
Air Force (PAF) F-16s which attempted a retaliatory attack after
the IAF bombing of the Jaish-e-Mohammad terrorist camp at
Balakot on February 26.
This is the first time that the IAF fielded the MiG-29 in any
international exercise overseas. Besides the F-16s, the IAF MiG-
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29UPG also sparred with the RAFO Eurofighter Typhoon and
the multi-role Hawk.
The IAF operates 3 squadrons of MiG-29s. Over 60 MiG29s have already been upgraded to make them more relevant
and contemporary, and capable of taking on F-16-type of challenges. The last two of the legacy MiG-29s were handed over
for upgrade retrofit to the IAF’s 11 Base Repair Depot at Ojhar,
Maharashtra, on September 29. The IAF MiG-29 UPG has been
termed the “most advanced variant of the MiG-29” by the Russian OEM, Mikoyan.
With Beyond Visual Range (BVR) weapon capability, the

www.sps-aviation.com

Military

exercise

IAF MiG-29s were used very effectively during the Kargil War
in 1999 to provide fighter escort to Mirage-2000 jets which
pounded targets with precision bombing. The asymmetry provided by the MiG-29 kept the PAF away from Kargil. Subsequently, the MiG-29 air superiority edge was blunted, with the
PAF acquiring longer BVR capability on the more contemporary
Block 50/52 F-16s.
The reported $15 million apiece customised upgrade has
restored the edge to the MiG-29, made it multi-role over a longer range, and given the IAF more options and greater numbers
to cope with the PAF F-16 threat. “The MiG-29UPG capability is
comparable to the F-16 Block 70 variant,” a senior IAF officer said.
The ZHUK-ME AESA radar which gives the fighter ground
attack capability, air-to-air-fuelling for extended range and
the Series 3 RD-33 engines are at the heart of the capability
upgrade, which extends the relevance of the IAF MiG-29 fleet
by 15 years. The replacement of the outdated N-019 Topaz air
intercept radar by the ZHUK-ME AESA is at the core of the 4.5
generation capability.
The weapons upgrade includes the medium range R-77RVVAE air-to-air missile (which also arm the Su-30MKI) and the
Kh-35E anti-ship missile. A very visible dorsal hump added to
the upper fuselage houses an electric warfare suite and additional fuel capacity increases the range on internal fuel by 40
per cent to 2,100 km.
Increase in the weapons load to 4,500 kg with airframe
strengthening on six under-wing and one ventral hard points
in a pattern similar to that on the MiG-35, advanced weapon
control system and avionics, including laser-guided PGM capability, a retractable mid-air refuelling probe similar to the Russian MiG-29SMT and the Malaysian MiG-29N, secure data link
and improved glass cockpit with enhanced HOTAS design are
the other highlights of the upgrade, sources confirmed to this
reporter.
The Indian UPG version is similar to the Russian SMT variant but differs on account of an Israeli avionics suite. A separate contract was signed with Israel’s IAI for the avionics. The
upgrade contract with Russia was worth an estimated $900 million. Under this deal, the first six IAF MiG-29s were upgraded
in Russia, and the rest at IAF’s 11 Base Repair Depot at Ojhar
under transfer of technology.

More muscle for the MiG-29
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Zhuk-ME AESA radar for muti-role capability
Increase in weapon payload to 4,500 kg on 7 hard points
R-77RVV-AE air-to-air missile.
Anti-ship missile Kh-35E
Smart, laser-guided bombs
Introduction of new weapon control system
OLS-UEM IRST sensor with the laser, thermal-imaging and
television capabilities
40% increase in range on internal fuel to 2,100 km
Mid-air refuelling with retractable inflight probe
New Series 3 RD-33 engines made in India
Improved glass cockpit with multi-function display
Secure data link system

Air Chief Marshal R.K.S. Bhadauria visited Oman to witness the exercise and the performance of the MiG-29UPG. His
visit was also intended to “consolidate the military ties between
Oman and India, provide an impetus towards defence cooperation and pave the way for greater interaction between the Air
Forces”, the IAF stated.
The IAF Chief called on the Omani ministers of Defence and
Royal Affairs, Sayyid Badar bin Saud Al-Busaidi and Sultan bin
Mohammad Al Nu’amani to reinforce close military ties with the
strategically-located West Asian nation, besides interacting with
the RAFO Commander Air Vice Marshal Matar bin Ali Obaidani
at the Masirah airbase, from where the exercise was staged.
This was the 5th edition of biennial Exercise Eastern Bridge,
which was staged for the first time in 2009 at Oman’s Thumrait
base. The second and fourth editions were held at Jamnagar in
2011 and 2017.
Oman was the first West Asian country with which India has
held regular military exercises since 1993, commencing with
the Naseem Al Bahr (Sea Breeze) series of naval exercises, the
12th edition of which will be staged soon. The Army exercise is
codenamed Al Nagah. SP
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Profile

dr vivek lall

During his outstanding
career, Dr Vivek Lall
has steered numerous
multi-billion dollar
deals, is recognised by
several governments
to be a knowledgeable
person on technology
and foreign policy
issues and has been
commended by several
US Presidents as well
as world leaders from
across the globe

Photographs: Vivek

WELL ABOVE THE
STANDARD MARK
OF
ACHIEVEMENT
By air marshal b.k. pandey (retd)
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Profile

dr vivek lall

One of the most respected and influential US industry leaders Dr Vivek Lall has been Vice President of Strategy
and Business Development in the United States for the last two
years at the world’s largest and most powerful defence company Lockheed Martin. He is credited with launching a unique
fighter F-21 for India this year leveraging the superior aerodynamics of the world’s largest ever selling F-16 fighter platform.
In May 2018, he was also appointed by the United States

leadership and success continues for Dr Vivek Lall as he has
age on his side. His leadership traits are borne from the fact
that he has a firm footing in research and development and
management. His foundational research efforts at the NASA
Ames Research Center in various multidisciplinary engineering
fields have catapulted him to the top from one organisation to
another – Raytheon, Boeing, Reliance, General Atomics and now
Lockheed Martin. He is a firm believer in R&D and innovation

at a glance
• Global Business Leader
• Advisor to US Government
• One of the most recognised and trusted names in Aerospace
and Defence
• Commended by several US Presidents and world leaders
across the globe
• PhD in Aerospace Engineering & MBA
• Responsible for path-breaking US-India defence deals
• Named as one of only 2,000 Outstanding Scientists of the
Twentieth Century

heads of stateS
top: with Donald trump, us president; above: Justin Trudeau, Prime Minister of canada; Shinzo Abe, japanese premier;
narendra modi, prime minister of india

Government in a key advisory role to
the US cabinet secretary heading the
Department of Transportation Washington DC which affects US and global
aviation policies and technologies.
He is one of the senior-most
persons of Indian origin in the United
States in an aerospace and defence
organisation. Prior to his current
assignment, in August 2014, Dr Lall
was appointed as the Chief Executive
in charge of US and International
Strategic Development at General
Atomics, and was responsible for
creating the most significant US
India bilateral defence opportunity
with the armed Predator Guardian
unmanned platform. The ladder of

www.sps-aviation.com

Dr Lall is a true global
citizen having grown up
around the world. But he
firmly believes in Indian
values and the growth
story of India and is
one of the persons who
have been instrumental
in integrating US-India
defence relations in the
last two decades.

which he argues is the fuel for growth
for any company or country to stay
ahead of the curve... the rest including
manufacturing follows.
Dr Lall did his O levels and A levels through the University of London,
UK (equivalent of 10th and 12th grade)
and completed his bachelor’s degree
in mechanical engineering at a very
young age of 19 years from Carleton
University in Canada with his thesis being on ‘Aircraft Performance’, a
starting point for his interest in aerospace. Subsequently, he completed his
masters in aeronautical engineering
from Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University in Florida. He also has a PhD in
Aerospace Engineering from Wichita
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dr vivek lall

persons who have been instrumental in
State University in Kansas and MBA
integrating US-India defence relations in
from the City University in Seattle. He
He is a firm believer in
the last two decades. He continues to do
also completed management and execR&D and innovation
it with greater fervour as he believes that
utive courses at the American ManageIndia has the wherewithal to become a
ment Association in Washington DC
which he argues is the
top aerospace and defence country. Aptly
and the Boeing Leadership Center in
fuel for growth for any
so, he finds the stellar leadership of the
St. Louis. This educational depth has
company or country to
Prime Minister Narendra Modi as the
helped him stay ahead of the learnright ingredient for the country to acceling and leadership curve. He was so
stay ahead of the curve
erate its superpower capabilities. Personmuch into circuits that his Dean at the
ally, he is inspired by the life of Prime MinUniversity told him to “get a social life”
ister Modi while his parents have been his
but Lall continued to delve deep into
best friends and mentor who encouraged
research. With his father, a career diplomat, posted to Panama during Noriega’s time, he moved to Flor- him to pursue his dreams no matter what the field was.
Dr Lall has been the recipient of several honours includida’s Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University. During his master’s
work, he took up a summer job with Eastern Airlines for a short ing the 2008 OCA National Asian Pacific American Corporate
stint as the airline soon packed up. At Raytheon, also at Wichita, Achievement Award in the US. In the year 2000, Cambridge
he worked on the Joint Primary Aircraft Training System (JPATS) (UK) listed him as one of only 2,000 Outstanding Scientists of
Beechcraft T-6 Texan II. He joined Boeing on September 17, 1996 the Twentieth Century, a coveted distinction. He is in the Signma
and worked on computational fluid dynamics and air elasticity Gamma Tau Aerospace Honor Society as well as the Pi Mu Epsiand loads and dynamics for the 757-300 aircraft. He moved from lon Mathematics Honor Society. He was also the President of the
engineering to management and later, the then CEO of Boeing Mathematical Association of America. He is not only conversant
Commercial Aircraft (BCA) Allan Mullaly, put him on his seven- with mathematics, aerospace engineering and management but
also with five different languages – English, Hindi, French, Germember Technical Excellence Team.
His work at Boeing in the Airplane Performance and Propul- man and Swalihi. He is a trained private pilot having gone to

EMINENT LEADERS
with Mike Pence, us vice president; Barack Obama, Former us president; Joe biden, Former us vice president

sion group has been acknowledged as pioneering. He also worked
as an adjunct faculty member at Embry-Riddle, McConnell Air
Force Base, besides being co-chair of the US-India Aviation Cooperation Programme launched by Norman Mineta in 2005. He was
appointed as Vice President and Country Head, Boeing Defense
Space & Security in May 2007, when he led a team to conclude the
path-breaking and largest ever US-India defence deals for C-17
Globemaster, P-8I anti-submarine warfare aircraft, Apache and
Chinook Helicopters and Harpoon missiles. It was in 2003 that Lall
was appointed Managing Director of Boeing Commercial Airplanes
and the team had a successful business run with major deals being
struck with India. He was one of the few Boeing employees to have
worked for both the commercial and defence units.
Though an American citizen, Dr Lall is a true global citizen
having grown up around the world. After being born in Jakarta,
Indonesia, he has traversed the world living in Austria, Tanzania,
UK and Canada besides India and the US. But he firmly believes
in Indian values and the growth story of India and is one of the
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the Phoenix International Flight Training Center in Florida and
that explains his desire to keep ‘flying high’ and his obsession
to contribute as enormous as possible in the aerospace sector.
In the global corporate world, quite a few Indians are leading from the front and one such Indian who continues to do all
Indians proud, especially in the realm of aerospace and defence,
is the 50-year-old Dr Vivek Lall. During his illustrious career, he
has been known by several governments to be a humble and
knowledgeable person on not only technology but foreign policy
issues as well. He has been commended by several US Presidents
in his career as well as world leaders across the globe. Japanese
government officials have been quoted to saying he is the most
influential Asian American in the US defence industry. Several US
NATO allies including Canada where he lived for four years consider him a very trusted and respected scientist. All eyes are now
on Dr Lall as with his respect in the White House and in the Government of India, both countries hope to mutually gain in trade
and high end technology. SP
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China’s Defence Whitepaper

The ten most important global conflicts to watch
particularly from the point of view of India and
this region.

China’s tenth Defence Whitepaper, released on
July 24, 2019, after a gap of nearly 5 years is analysed
by a Military Expert.
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Army Headquarters Reserves

Training Establishments

Reserve Formations

by them before August 5, 1965. In the 1965 War, Pakistan suffered
heavily in men and material with an estimate that Pak Army lost
5988 killed and many more wounded. Pakistan also lost 475 tanks.
The 1971 war between India and Pakistan was fought both
on the eastern and the western fronts. India adopted aggressive
strategy on the eastern front and a defensive strategy on the western front. On the Eastern front the Indian Army ably supported by
the Mukti Bahini defeated four divisions and 30,000 para-military
forces of the Pakistan Army in the thirteen days’ war. In the west,
a large area of Pakistani territory was occupied by Indian troops.
On 16 December, Lt General Niazi of Pakistan Army surrendered
to Lt General Aurora of Indian Army with 93,000 regular and paramilitary men. War on the Eastern front ended in a complete victory
for India and liberation of Bangladesh.
The period after 1971 War saw the steady modernisation of
the Indian Army with equipment for modern war. The Expert
Committee under the Chairmanship of Lt General K.V. Krishna
Rao submitted its report in 1976. Some of its major recommendations started getting implemented in the eighties. The expansion of
mechanized forces was achieved as a result of this report.
On April 13, 1984, 34 soldiers of the Indian Army landed west
of Siachen glacier and occupied the Bilafond La pass. This was the
opening move in what is referred to as Operation Meghdoot between
India & Pakistan which continues till date. During the period July
1987 to March 1990, Indian Army saw action in Operation Pawan
where the Indian Peace Keeping Force (IPKF) was deployed in Sri
Lanka in accordance with the Indo-Sri Lankan accord of July 29,
1987. On November 3, 1988, the Indian Army launched Operation
Cactus in Maldives to prevent mercenaries from overthrowing the

INDIAN
DEFENCE

Islands:
1197 with
2094 km
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coastline

Source: MHA Annual Report
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major misreading of the prevailing geopolitical climate
total disconnect between the military and political leadership
inability of some in the military leadership to see the situation
in the right perspective
and serious inadequacies in weapons and equipment
The result of Sino-India Conflict of 1962 encouraged Pakistan
to seek a military solution of the Kashmir problem. A modernised
Pakistan Army with an edge over India in armour, artillery and airpower prompted her to plan aggression on Kashmir in 1965. It was
a three-phased programme. In the first phase the Indian capacity to

n
n
n
n

react was tested in the Rann of Kutch. In the second phase trouble
was fomented in Kashmir. In the third phase an attempt was made
to bottle up the Indian Army in Jammu and Kashmir by sealing
the supply line in Chhamb-Jaurian sector of Jammu. Pakistan’s
adventurism was foiled as Indian Army succeeded in making gains
across the international borders and along the Line of Control
(notably Hajipir). A cease-fire was agreed upon with effect from
September 23, 1965 with UN efforts. The Tashkent Declaration and
the subsequent agreement between the two countries led to the disengagement of forces and their withdrawal to positions occupied
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BMD for India
Missile defence is an essential component of national security and defence strategies. It contributes to the deterrence of
adversary aggression and assurance to allies. Apropos, bigger
nations with expeditionary forces would require these two
kinds of BMD systems where as smaller nation can do it with an
Integrated Air Defence system capable of neutralising multiple
kind of targets in TBA. Drawing a corollary, it is evident that
India would require two distinct kind of systems, one to protect
the population/command and control/economic centers and
second to protect its forces in TBA. System akin to Ground based
Mid Course Missile (GMD) can be deployed in hinterland and
Integrated Air Defence system akin to S-400 is required for the
Air Defence for field formations.

BMD development involves high risk and brings a burden on
the national exchequer. International collaboration with friendly
nations which are willing to enter in mutually beneficial agreements and to develop ballistic missile shields for the future. India
must identify its envisaged threats, evaluate its own technological
constraints to face them and collaborate with international players
to build a missile defence architecture to enhance its air defence
& nuclear deterrence capability and ensure nuclear stability in
the subcontinent. Ballistic missile proliferation poses the greatest
threat to regional security and needs an unfailing & perfect missiles
shield against burgeoning nuclear weapons & missiles threats.
The US is offering to sell systems to India. As India is pursuing
its own BMD, it welcomes any assistance from US and Arrow II
system is the most sought after technology. India wanted to buy the
Israeli Arrow-II System from Israel. MRSAM/Barak-8 is a long-range
anti-air and anti-missile defence system being developed jointly by
Israel Aerospace Industries and DRDO of India. The Spada 2000
kill probability is high, even against highly agile crossing targets &
can engage upto four targets simultaneously with Aspide Missile.
As offensive missile capabilities continue to proliferate, missile
defense cooperation with allies and partners has gained increasing importance to advance missile defence architectures for our
protection, deterrence and assurance deepening interoperability in
missile defence systems.
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LASER program based on a gas-dynamic carbon dioxide LASER
that could reach 500 kilowatts. Scaling it up in power while
maintaining the beam quality would be the challenge.
Feasibility of particle beams for missile defence is yet another
promising technology.
n Space based tracking & Surveillance System for detection &
tracking of ballistic missiles. Interceptors to engage incoming
missiles earlier in flight than would be possible with other missile detection system.
n
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S-400 Specifications:
Role: Long-range anti-access/area
denial
Equipment: Each S-400 battalion has
eight launchers, a command centre,
two radars, mast and up to 72 missiles
Range: 120 to 400 km, depending on
missiles deployed
Targets: Hostile aircraft, missiles,
stealth jets, drones
Missile speed: 17,000 kmph. Faster
than any aircraft
Reaction time: Vehicle stopping to
missile firing is 5 minutes
Numbers ordered: 5 systems
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Government of Maldives and while it did not involve much fighting,
it demonstrated to the World the speed and efficiency with which
the Indian Armed Forces could react. This period (1989 onwards)
also saw the start of the terrorism and insurgency in Kashmir and
deployment of additional troops in J&K.
As indications of Pakistani intrusions came in starting from
May 1999, it became clear that India was facing an attempt by the
Pakistan to change the LoC using its regular troops. Air and artillery (155mm Howitzers) was employed with devastating effect to
repel the intrusions and claim back the lost territories. Thereafter,
a massive build-up by Indian Army was ordered in the wake of
the December 13, 2001, terrorist attack on Parliament House. This
10-month-long mobilisation along the border with Pakistan generated high levels of tension, led to some positive changes in India’s
military doctrine and hastened its military modernisation together
with organizational changes.
The influx of terrorism from Pakistan continued unabated. On
September 18, 2016, four terrorists from Pakistan struck a brigade
headquarters administrative base at Uri and killed 17 unarmed
and unsuspecting soldiers in their tents. On the night of September
28-29, Indian Army’s Special Forces struck at seven launch pads of
the terrorists across the line of control along a frontage of about 200
km in two different Corps Zones thus achieving complete surprise
over the Pakistani military establishment and inflicted considerable
casualties on the terrorists and military personnel in the area.
Indian Army continues to face four types of threats and challenges including traditional threats from China and Pakistan;
contemporary threats in the form of terrorism; internal challenges; and out of area contingency threats. Indian Army
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Ballistic missile proliferation poses great threat to
the region. All about BMD and how the S-400 will
defend India.

Everything there is to know about Indian Armed Forces,
Ministry of Defence, Defence Industry, Defence R&D
and Central Armed Police Forces including Who’s who,
organisation structures, profiles and contact details.
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Cooperative
Organizations

Area
: 89,342 sq km
Capital
: Amman
Coastline
: 26 km
Maritime Claims
Territorial sea
: 3 nm
Population
: 1,02,48,069
(Note: increased estimate reflects revised assumptions about the
net migration rate due to the increased flow of Syrian refugees (July
2017 est.))
Ethnic Divisions : Arab 98 per cent, Circassian 1 per cent,
Armenian 1 per cent
Religions
: Muslim 97.2 per cent (official; predominantly
Sunni), Christian 2.2 per cent (majority Greek
Orthodox, but some Greek and Roman
Catholics, Syrian Orthodox, Coptic Orthodox,
Armenian Orthodox, and Protestant denominations), Buddhist 0.4 per cent, Hindu 0.1 per
cent, Jewish <0.1, folk religionist <0.1, unaffiliated <0.1, other <0.1 (2010 est.)
Languages
: Arabic (official), English widely understood
among upper and middle classes
Literacy
: 95.4 per cent
Government
: Parliamentary Constitutional Monarchy
Suffrage
: 18 years of age; universal
Administrative
Divisions
: 12 governorates

Defence
Total Armed Forces
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Cooperative
Units

Regional Defense Bureaus

Units and organisations of the Air
Self-Defense Force

5-1 Honmura-cho, Ichigaya,
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 162-8801, Japan

The Inspector General’s Office
of Legal Compliance
Defense Intelligence Headquarters

5-1 Honmura-cho, Ichigaya,
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 162-8801, Japan
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Units and organisations of the Maritime
Self-Defense Force

Ministry of Defense

Air Staff Office
Chief of Staff, Air Self-Defense Force

Ministry of Defense

Chief of Staff, Joint Staff

Units and organisations of the Ground
Self-Defense Force

Parliamentary Vice-Minister of
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Paramilitary Forces

: Active: 1,00,500 (Army: 74,000; Navy: 500; Air:
12,000; Special Operations 14,000)
Reserves: 65,000 (Army: 60,000; Joint: 5,000)
: Gendarmerie: 15,000 est, Civil Militia
‘People’s Army’: 35,000 est
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ARMY
Strength
Force by Role
Manoeuvre
Armoured
Armd Div

: 74,000

: 1 (strategic reserve) (3 armd bde, 1 arty bde, 1
AD Bde)
Armd Bde
: 1
Mechanised
Mech Bdes
: 5
Light
Lt Inf Bdes
: 3
Combat Support
Arty Bdes
: 3
AD Bdes
: 3
MRL Bn
: 1
Equipment by Type
Armoured Fighting Vehicles
MBTs
: 572: 390 FV4034 Challenger 1 (Al Hussein); 182
M60 Phoenix; (274 FV4030/2 Khalid in store)
Lt Tks
: (19 FV101 Scorpion; in store)
ASLT
: 141 B1 Centauro
Recce
: 153: 103 FV107 Scimitar; 50 FV701 Ferret
IFVs
: 678: 13 AIFV-B-C25; 31 BMP-2; 321 Ratel-20;
311 YPR-765 PRI
APC
: 800+
APC (T)
: 650+: 370: M113A1/A2 Mk1J; 200 M577A2
(CP); some Temsah; 77 YPR-765 PRCO (CP); 3
AIFV-B
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Ministry of Defence

Inspectorat General

King Abdullah II of Jordan has had every reason to be pleased with himself lately. Following the January 2017 inauguration of President Donald
Trump, he was the first Arab Leader invited to Washington to meet with
the new administration. The visit was hailed a success by all involved—
not only in terms of US-Jordan relations, but also as an opportunity for
the King to caution Trump against moving the US embassy from Tel
Aviv to Jerusalem.
The visit, however, was only a temporary distraction from the ongoing security and political crisis that has been unfolding in Jordan for the
last year. Jordan has witnessed a rising number of homegrown terrorist
attacks and security incidents. Additionally, the king’s apparent inability or unwillingness to institute substantive socio-economic reform, end
corruption, and increase citizens’ rights has led to spiraling protests.
The growing threat of ISIS spillover from the conflicts in Syria and
Iraq—as well as evidence of rising militancy at home—has increased concerns that Jordan faces new security risks. While Jordan has long faced the
threat of terrorism, recent incidents have renewed and heightened fears.
Some in the Hashemite royal circle fear that Washington may not
fully appreciate the challenges they face. In 2017, US approved $ 450
million in military assistance, paling in comparison to $3.8 billion in
military assistance to Jordan’s neighbor Israel. King Abdullah repeatedly clashed with the Obama administration’s narrow focus on ISIS in
Syria (and drew Jordan into that part of the strategic plan). However, the
King never appeared to persuade the president to his view for a broader
push. This is the challenge that Abdullah faces again with the Trump
administration, and it may be that the rise in Jordan’s own domestic
security challenges—coupled with the pressures that ISIS is putting on
the border with Syria and Jordan—proves effective. Indeed, the US-led
campaign against ISIS cannot succeed if Jordan’s role as the pivotal
Arab state on the front lines of the crisis in Syria is imperiled.
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EXPERT COMMENT
Some distinct inferences can be drawn from the 2019 Whitepaper:
1. China is keen to position itself as the pivot for “world peace,” but with clear red lines defined on its core
“sovereignty, security, and development interests.” There is an endeavour to balance peaceful intentions and
great power aspirations
2. China believes that “configuration of strategic power is becoming more balanced”. There is new found
confidence in China’s military power, consequent to technological advancements, modernisation, structural
changes in command and control and extensive training of the PLA.
3. At the same time the paper also highlights China’s perceived risks from technological surprise and growing
technological generation gap. It acknowledges PLA’s lagging mechanisation and it has to develop capabilities
moving ahead from ‘informationization’ to ‘intelligent warfare’. China’s rapid progress in developing unmanned
systems, AI and robotics manifests in its outlook for future wars.
4. The paper emphasizes on “intensification of global military competition” and blames US for “undermining global
strategic stability”.
5. Modernisation and restructuring of the armed forces is in line with Xi Jinping’s thinking of China’s future. In
addition to evolving threats, priority is on loyalty to the Chinese Communist party, with emphasis on core military
functions, discipline and curbing corruption.
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oday, with their
has entered a new era.
THE STATE COUNCIL INFORMATION OFFICE
interests and securiThe Chinese government
OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA JULY 2019,
ty intertwined, peois issuing China’s National
ple across the world
Defense in the New Era to
FIRST EDITION 2019
are becoming memexpound on China’s defensive
bers of community
national defence policy and
witha shared future. China is at a critical stage of completing the explain the practice, purposes and significance of China’s efforts to
building of a moderately prosperous society in all respects and build a fortified national defence and a strong military, with a view
embarking on a journey of building a modernised socialist coun- to helping the international community better understand China’s
try in an all-round way. Socialism and Chinese characteristics national defence.
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Civil War in Syria
The civil war in Syria started in 2011 as protests against President
Assad’s regime. It quickly escalated into a full-scale war between
the Syrian government—backed by Russia and Iran — and antigovernment rebel groups—backed by the United States, Saudi
Arabia, Turkey, and others in the region. Currently, there are three
campaigns driving the conflict; coalition efforts to defeat the Islamic
State, violence between the Syrian government and opposition forces, and military operations against Syrian Kurds by Turkish forces.
The Islamic State began seizing control of territory in Syria in
2013. After a series of terrorist attacks coordinated by the Islamic
State across Europe in 2015, the United States, the United Kingdom,
and France—with the support of Turkey, Saudi Arabia, and other
Arab partners—expanded their air campaign in Iraq to include Syria.
Together, these nations have conducted over eleven thousand air
strikes against Islamic State targets in Syria, while the US-led coalition
has continued its support for ground operations by the SDF. Turkish
troops have been involved in ground operations against the Islamic
State since 2016, and have launched attacks against armed Kurdish
groups in Syria. Meanwhile, at the request of the Syrian government
in September 2015, Russia began launching air strikes against what
it claimed were Islamic State targets, while Syrian government forces
achieved several notable victories over the Islamic State, including
the reclamation of Palmyra. According to the US-led coalition against
the Islamic State, 98 per cent of the territory formerly held by the
group in Iraq and Syria, including Raqqa and Deir al-Zour, has been
reclaimed by Iraqi security forces and the SDF.
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CHINA’S NATIONAL DEFENCE
IN THE NEW ERA
The tenth Defence Whitepaper was released by China on July 24, 2019. From 1998 to 2010 China has issued a
defence white paper every two years. The previous Whitepaper was published in 2015.
Lt General Subrata Saha (Retd), Military Expert and Consulting Editor, SP’s Military Yearbook analyses the
White Paper put out by China.
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Areas dominated by different major ethnic groups
Rich in natural resources like natural gas, oil, coal, copper, sulphur,
fluoride and gold, this is the least developed province in Pakistan.
Sunni Islam is the predominant religion.
The conflict in Balochistan is one of “nationalist/self-determination”. The Balochistan Liberation Army, designated as a terrorist
organisation by Pakistan and Britain, is the most widely known
Baloch separatist group. Other separatist groups include Lashkar-eBalochistan and the Baloch Liberation United Front (BLUF).
Pakistan repeatedly alleges involvement of India and
Afghanistan in supporting the Balochi movement. The former
American Af-Pak envoy Richard Holbrooke said in 2011 that
Pakistan had failed to provide any evidence to the United States
that India was involved in separatist movements in Balochistan.
He did not consider Pakistan’s accusations against India credible.
Holbrooke also strongly rejected the allegation that India was using
its consulates in Afghanistan to facilitate Baloch rebel activity, saying he had “no reason to believe Islamabad’s charges”, and that
“Pakistan would do well to examine its own internal problems”.
India too has categorically denied the allegations.
The stakes in Balochistan have gone several notches higher due
to the development of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
and the Gwadar Port. Resource-rich Balochistan is at the heart
of the Beijing’s ambitious CPEC, which connects Gwadar Port in
Balochistan with China’s Xinjiang province. The BLA is opposed
to the CPEC, alleging that the project was aimed at exploiting the
resources of the province. On November 23, 2018, three heavilyarmed suicide bombers stormed the Chinese consulate in Karachi.
The attack was claimed by the Baloch Liberation Army (BLA)
which said it would not tolerate “any Chinese military expansionist endeavours on Baloch soil”. On May 12, 2019, Baloch militants
carried out an assault in the heart of CPEC, the luxury Pearl
Continental hotel in Gwadar. The attackers were killed, but only
after killing five people inside the hotel and a soldier.
Pakistan has raised a special security force of around 15,000
troops to protect CPEC and Chinese projects. As this force proves
to be inadequate, Chinese companies are expected to rely heavily
on private security contractors, especially Chinese contractors that
employ former PLA personnel. Use of security contractors also
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South China Sea
China claims sovereignty over the South China Sea, estimated to
have 11 billion barrels of untapped oil, 190 trillion cubic feet of natural gas and fishing areas. Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines,
Taiwan, and Vietnam have competing claims. Since the 1970s,
countries began to claim islands and various zones in the South
China Sea, such as the Spratly Islands.
China maintains that under international law, foreign militaries
are not allowed to conduct intelligence-gathering activities, such
as reconnaissance flights, in its exclusive economic zone (EEZ).
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PAKISTAN

According to the United States, claimant countries, under UN
Convention of the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), should have freedom
of navigation through EEZs in the sea and are not required to notify
claimants of military activities. In July 2016, the Permanent Court
of Arbitration at The Hague issued its ruling on a claim brought
against China by the Philippines under UNCLOS, ruling in favour
of the Philippines on almost every count. While China is a signatory
to the treaty, which established the tribunal, it refuses to accept the
court’s authority.
In recent years, satellite imagery has shown China’s increased
efforts to reclaim land in the South China Sea by physically increasing the size of islands or creating new islands altogether. In addition to piling sand onto existing reefs, China has constructed ports,
military installations, and airstrips—particularly in the Paracel and
Spratly Islands, where it has twenty and seven outposts respectively. China has militarized Woody Island by deploying fighter jets,
cruise missiles, and a radar system. China’s claims threaten SLOCs,
which are important maritime passages that facilitate trade and the
movement of naval forces.
The United States has challenged China’s assertive territorial
claims and land reclamation efforts by conducting FONOPs and
bolstering support for Southeast Asian partners. Japan has sold military ships and equipment to the Philippines and Vietnam in order
to improve their maritime security capacity. The US defense treaty
with Manila could draw them into a potential China-Philippines
conflict over the substantial natural gas deposits or lucrative fishing
grounds in disputed territory.4
India supports freedom of navigation and over flight, unimpeded commerce, based on the principles of international law. India
believes that States should resolve the disputes through peaceful
means without threat or use of force and exercise self-restraint in
the conduct of activities that could complicate or escalate disputes
affecting peace and stability.
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carries risks, as unregulated and relatively inexperienced contractors may exacerbate security problems. There are indications that
China’s Marine Corps could become its principal ready response
force in the region. A Marine company is already deployed to the
Chinese base at Djibouti (which has facilities to accommodate up
to 10,000 personnel). There are reports of Chinese security presence in Pakistan-occupied Kashmir to protect transport infrastructure and construction units, and there has been speculation about
future deployments to Gwadar. Several Chinese military exercises
in the Indian Ocean region are openly focused on using Chinese
forces to protect BRI projects. But in protecting people and assets,
China may also increasingly find itself drawn into the local security affairs. As China’s Global Times recently argued, “China has
always adhered to the principle of non-interference in the internal
affairs of other countries, but that doesn’t mean Beijing can turn a
deaf ear to the demands of Chinese enterprises in protecting their
overseas investments.”3
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Balochistan Conflict
Historically Balochistan covers the southern part of Sistan and
Baluchestan Province in Iran, the Pakistani province of Balochistan,
and Afghanistan’s Helmand Province. The Gulf of Oman forms
its southern border. Mountains and desert make up much of the
region’s terrain. Balochistan is the largest province of Pakistan
(comprising 44 per cent of the country’s total area), but it is the
least inhabited, with only 5per cent of total population of Pakistan.
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the face of Pakistan’s military incursions. In December 2007,
the existence of the TTP was officially announced, under the
leadership of Baitullah Mehsud. In 2014, former Pakistan Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif’s attempts to negotiate a peace agreement
with the TTP failed as they attacked the international airport
in Karachi. In Jun 2014 the Pakistan government launched an
offensive against TTP strongholds in North Waziristan. The TTP
responded with several attacks, including the December 2014
attack on the Army Public School in Peshawar that killed nearly
150 people, mostly school children, in the deadliest terrorist
attack in Pakistan’s history.
Following the Peshawar school attack, Pakistani political parties agreed on a comprehensive National Action Plan to combat terrorism and extremist ideology across the country, and Sharif lifted
the death penalty moratorium to allow the execution of convicted
terrorists. After nearly two years, in June 2016 the Pakistani military
declared that the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) had
been cleared of militants. Pakistan Army claimed that roughly 3,500
militants were killed and 500 Pakistani soldiers had died in the
clearing operations.
Despite Pakistan Govt’s declaration of success; on the one
hand TTP and other militants continue to carry out major attacks
e.g. March 27, 2016, Lahore Gulshan-e-Iqbal Park Easter suicide
attack and the 8th August 2016 suicide bombing in the Quetta Govt
hospital; on the other hand Pakistan Army and ISI provide support
to the Haqqani network, Lashkar-e-Taiba, and other militant proxy
groups that carry out attacks in Afghanistan and India. Attacks
claimed by the Islamic State in Pakistan are also a cause of concern
as many fighting under the Islamic State’s banner in Afghanistan
are believed to be former TTP militants who fled across the border,
a phenomenon that has raised fears of an Islamic State-inspired
campaign of violence inside Pakistan.
In 2018 the US administration suspended security assistance
to Pakistan over their continuing unwillingness to target militants
who receive sanctuary in Pakistani territory and carry out attacks
in Afghanistan. More than $800 million in security assistance was
suspended or redirected in 2018, and the US has cut off access for
Pakistani military officers to US military training and education
programmes, in an effort to pressure the Pakistani government to
change policy. In June 2018 the Financial Action Task Force placed
Pakistan on the so-called “grey list” of countries not doing enough
to stop money laundering and terrorist financing.
The withdrawal of US forces from Afghanistan could increase
regional instability by allowing militants from Pakistan to establish safe havens in Afghanistan. Additionally, acute instability in
Pakistan has security implications for neighboring Afghanistan
and India. The TTP is closely allied with the Afghan Taliban in its
battle against Afghan troops, and India fears that anti-state and
state-sponsored Pakistani terrorists could be diverted against India.
Moreover, the vulnerability of Pakistan’s nuclear arsenal to attack or
theft by nonstate actors remains a major concern for US and Indian
policymakers.2
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Embraer

Embraer delivers the first KC-390 to the Brazilian Air Force at a ceremony held at Anápolis Air Base

first KC-390 delivered
to brazilian air force
The newly developed KC-390 undertook its maiden flight in February 2015, just six years after
the award of development contract – a remarkable performance indeed by the
Brazilian aerospace major, Embraer

Photograph: embraer / twitter

By Air Marshal B.K. Pandey (Retd)
September 4 this year will indeed go down in history
as a “red letter day” for the Brazilian aerospace major Empresa
Brasileira de Aeronáutica or Embraer, when it delivered the
KC-390 to the Brazilian Air Force at a ceremony held at Anápolis Air Base. This is the first military transport aircraft manufactured by the company. So far the leading manufacturer of
commercial jets especially in the regional segment, the launch
of the KC-390 has been a major milestone both for Embraer as
also for the Brazilian Air Force.
The KC-390 is a medium lift, high wing aircraft powered by
two V2500 turbofan engines, is fitted with modern avionics and

www.sps-aviation.com

is equipped with a rear loading ramp. The aircraft is capable
of carrying 80 fully equipped troops or 66 paratroopers. Alternatively, it can airlift 26 tonnes of cargo including armoured
fighting vehicles and even helicopters. Apart from airlifting
troops and cargo, the KC-390 is designed to carry out a variety of missions such as humanitarian assistance and disaster
relief (HADR), medical evacuation, fighting forest fire as well as
search and rescue. The aircraft is capable of aerial refuelling
of other aircraft as well as can be refuelled in flight thus giving
it the advantage of extended range. It has a maximum cruise
speed of 870 kmph and can land and takeoff from short and
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Photograph: Embraer

truly versatile: Apart from airlifting troops and cargo, the KC-390 is designed to carry out a variety of missions such as HADR, medical
evacuation, fighting forest fire as well as search and rescue.

unpaved runways. Equipped with an advanced self-defence sys- kets outside Brazil. In August this year, the Portuguese governtem, the aircraft enjoys enhanced survival capability in hostile ment concluded a deal valued at $916 million with Embraer
environment. The performance of the KC-390 has been sub- to purchase the KC-390 for the Portuguese Air Force. The first
stantially enhanced through a modern fly-by-wire control sys- delivery of this platform is expected to take place in 2023. The
tem with integrated technology that lowers the workload of the initial order consists of five aircraft, a services and support package as well as a flight simulator. As is the case with the Brazilcrew and increases the level of safety of its operation.
The KC-390 is the heaviest aircraft that the company has ian Air Force, the KC-390 is being procured for the Portuguese
produced so far. In April 2009, the company was awarded a Air Force to replace its ageing fleet of Lockheed Martin C-130
Hercules aircraft and its variants. “This
contract valued at $1.3 billion by the
contract strengthens the industrial partBrazilian Air Force for the developnership between Portugal and Embraer,
ment of a medium weight military
contributing to the development of the
transport aircraft powered by two jet
engineering and aeronautics industry in
engines. However, development of the
Even though at
Portugal,” said Jackson Schneider, CEO
KC-390 was undertaken as a joint proja nascent stage
of Embraer’s defence business. What
ect between the Brazilian Air Force and
of development,
is noteworthy is that the contract with
Embraer to set new standards of effithe government of Portugal was signed
ciency and productivity in its class as
Embraer has made
even before the induction of the first airwell as attaining the lowest life-cycle
concerted efforts to
craft for the Brazilian Air Force. As per
cost in the market. The newly developed
reports in the media, Portugal is likely
platform undertook its maiden flight
foray with the KCto purchase another 32 KC-390 aircraft
in February 2015, just six years after
390 into markets
beyond the five already contracted for.
the award of development contract – a
outside Brazil
It is understood that talks with Hunremarkable performance indeed by the
gary over a possible deal for the purBrazilian aerospace major Embraer
chase of the KC-390 aircraft have been
and an example that ought to be emuunderway. Hungary is in the process of
lated by the Indian aerospace industry.
modernisation of its armed forces and
The KC-390 received type certification
by the Brazilian civil aviation authority Agência Nacional de acquisition of the KC-390 is reported to be under active considerAviação Civil (ANAC) in 2018. This was followed soon after by ation especially on account of its in-flight refuelling capability to
the grant of Initial Operational Capability (IOC). In 2014, the support its fleet of combat aircraft. Embraer had dispatched the
Brazilian Air Force entered into a contract with Embraer to KC-390 that was being showcased at the Paris Air Show to Papa
purchase initially, a total of 28 of the newly developed aircraft. air base in Hungary after the show for a demonstration to HunThe Brazilian Army as well as the Brazilian Navy too have plans garian defence officials.
It is time that the Indian Air Force too seriously consider
to acquire this platform in due course.
Even though at a nascent stage of development, Embraer induction of the KC-390 in the future to bolster its dwindling
has made concerted efforts to foray with the KC-390 into mar- airlift capability. SP
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Dubai Air Show

show returns
to connect people
Born in 1986 as Arab Air, the Dubai Airshow has evolved to be regarded among the largest
and the most important aerospace events across the globe

Photograph: Dubai Air Show

By Ayushee Chaudhary
Airshows world over have grown to be extremely
central and significant features of the aviation industry. Not

only do the airshows provide platforms for showcasing the most
exciting technologies of the sector but also become a one-stop
hub for all the major announcements, deals, displays and discussions that pave way for the aviation activities in the future.
One such prominent show around the corner is the Dubai
Airshow. Born in 1986 as Arab Air, the Dubai Airshow has
evolved to be regarded among the largest and the most important aerospace events across the globe. With the turn of the
century, a lot has changed especially in the aviation industry
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and airshows like the Dubai Airshow have directed this change
by facilitating optimum exhibits of the latest as well as the most
promising products and technologies in military, general and
commercial aviation.
2017’s Dubai Airshow was hailed as Dubai’s biggest show
ever with 1,200 exhibitors from 63 countries, more than 79,380
trade visitors, 159 Aircraft on display, 1,603 international and
regional media and an order book of $113.8 billion.
As the biennial show returns to DWC, Dubai Airshow Site
this year from November 17-21, leading aerospace companies are expected to make use of the platform to introduce and
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Dubai Air Show

exhibit their latest innovations. Building on the success of the
last event, this year the show will allow visitors to join over
87,000 attendees from around the world, glance through products and solutions being showcased from around 1,300 exhibitors and witness as many as 165 aircraft on display.
The event that boasts a dedication to connecting people is
an ideal opportunity to strengthen one’s industry knowledge
with a variety of dedicated feature areas and conferences, and
at the same time witness a world class flying display while networking with industry influencers.
“The Dubai Airshow is strategically the most important
aerospace exhibition for the UAE Armed Forces. Every two
years when the event takes place, the UAE Armed Forces has
the opportunity to interact with potential and existing suppliers discover new technology and equipment, and network with
key industry players from around the world. In addition to this,
UAE Armed Forces uses the Dubai Airshow as a platform to
bring together military delegations from around the world to
demonstrate what the UAE is capable of and to exchange information and learn from each other,” His Excellency Staff Major
General Pilot Abdulla Al Hashmi, Assistant Undersecretary for
Support Services, UAE Ministry of Defence said with respect to
the upcoming airshow.
MIDDLE EASTERN AVIATION
Upheld by a natural strategic location and consistent efforts
from operators as well as the governments to nurture the market, The Middle East has been soaring in the aerospace industry
over the last two decades. While traditional markets are fluctuating, the Middle East is continuously seeing strong growth across
all aerospace sectors as local companies expand and increase
their global footprint, and multinational companies continue
to pivot their focus towards this region. Additionally, this is an
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exciting point for the aerospace industry globally and generally
as well with the advent of new technologies which are further
creating opportunities for the industrial transformation that can
change into tangible cost savings and growth. All of this makes
the upcoming airshow a perfect platform for the industry.
Over the years, the Dubai Airshow has stood out and garnered the distinction of presenting all aspects of the aerospace
industry. Be it civil aviation, manufacturers and business aviation or defence and the entire supply chain, the airshow leaves
no part about aviation untouched and includes the key players
of the industry like Airbus, Gulfstream, Lockheed Martin, Honeywell Aerospace and Rolls-Royce as well as the focused niche
companies. The Dubai Airshow 2019 is set with a promise to
be no different and continue the legacy by bringing commercial
aviation, business aviation, the cargo sector, defence, space and
an astounding display of aircraft all together in one arena.
FEATURE AREAS
The 2019 Dubai Airshow edition will host many dedicated feature areas and conferences that will touch upon the much necessary subjects of aviation. Each conference is scheduled to address
specific sector technologies, touching upon the current scenarios
as well as the upcoming possibilities. Some of these include:
Airline CXO Summit. This inaugural one-day conference
will be one of the most important meetings of commercial airlines and decision-makers from all over the world. All the leading personalities from airlines, air traffic management, regulators, associations and equipment manufacturers are expected
to attend the conference, creating a chance to network and
debate the industry’s most critical issues and challenges.
Cargo Connect. Exhibiting international developments
in the next generation freight, automation, and digital cargo,
Cargo Connect will bring together the global cargo community.
According to market insights shared prior to the airshow, it
is estimated that next year cargo will create revenues of over
$116 billion, more than 13 per cent of airline revenues. E-Commerce is also continuously boosting air cargo demand. This will
be Cargo Connect’s third installment at the show. To discuss
the latest trends and transportation solutions of the sector, the
conference is expected to bring together experts from some of
the biggest names in the industry like Dubai Airports, Emirates
SkyCargo, FedEx and Etihad.
GATM (Global Air Traffic Management). Presenting a discussion on air traffic control (ATC) in the UAE (United Arab Emirates), the GCC (Gulf Cooperation Council) and globally, GATM is
among the MENA (Middle East and North Africa) region’s leading meeting place for the entire ATC ecosystem to network, learn
and discuss innovative solutions accelerating the industry.
Space Pavilion, Women in Space and Tech Talks. Themed
around Space 4.0: The New Era, the Space Pavilion returns to the
Dubai Airshow to showcase the technological innovations driving the commercial space revolution and future space missions.
Produced in collaboration with the UAE Space Agency, will host
two free to attend conferences, Women in Space and Tech Talks.
Leaders at the forefront of the tech sector will be seen at the
pavilion as they unveil advancements in rocket technology, space
debris, CubeSat quality improvement, satellite communication,
and cybersecurity. The future of flight is another significant and
awaited discussion at the Space Conference and Pavilion.
Smart Manufacturing. Being at the center of all special features at the airshow this year, Smart manufacturing will bring
together key stakeholders to examine the additive manufacturing
applications, big data processing capabilities, industrial connectivity devices and services, artificial intelligence, and advanced
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You could agonize over your business aircraft
deal closing on time due to the financing –

\ Or, you could let us.

It’s no secret—the pool of quality pre-owned aircraft is shrinking, OEM backlogs are stretching out and price slashing and
incentives are becoming a thing of the past. Which makes industry relationships and experience more crucial than ever. Our global team
of business aviation experts can help increase your reach in today’s business aircraft market. From preapproval and progress payments to
closing, we provide a complete suite of financial services designed to simplify the aircraft acquisition process. Not to mention making speedy
closing dates more attainable.
And with more than $2.5 billion in assets, world-class financial backing, hundreds of years of collective experience, and thousands of
business aircraft transactions behind us, Global Jet Capital is uniquely positioned to craft customized financial solutions.
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Lufthansa Technik Exhibits at the Dubai Airshow 2019

Photograph: Lufthansa Technik

With some 35 subsidiaries and affiliates, the Lufthansa
Technik Group is one of the leading providers of technical aircraft services in the world. Globally certified as maintenance, production and
design organisation, the company’s portfolio covers the entire range
of services for commercial and VIP/special mission aircraft, engines,
components and landing gear in the areas of digital fleet support, maintenance, repair, overhaul, modification, completion and conversion as
well as the manufacture of innovative cabin products.
The company is utilising the 2019 Dubai Airshow with the following
main exhibition topics at their booth under its VIP & Special Mission
Aircraft division and the commercial aviation and MRO division.
VIP & Special Mission Aircraft division
will showcase the following
 
VIP Cabin concept SkyRetreat envisioned for the Airbus
A220. The design study for this cabin envisions a minimalistic
approach based on natural materials and offers an open, versatile
place. The centerpiece of the concept is the Observation Deck
that for the first time in VIP aviation extends the passenger cabin
seamlessly into the aircraft´s flight deck – allowing all occupants
to enjoy unprecedented and totally immersive views of new horizons. From smart touch surfaces and a distinctive lighting concept to an open deck with a centre buffet as the main element,
the latest high end technologies are discreetly integrated into the
cabin’s design.
 
VIP Cabin concepts for the Airbus A350. How about a personal
spa above the clouds? Lufthansa Technik’s A350 VIP design is an
innovative approach to break up the constraints in cabin interior
design, and enable the passenger to set personal standards in the
way he/she flies. The multi-functional and flexible cabin’s open-plan
architecture and amenities create a setting that invites the customer
to indulge in fresh cooking, a family dinner served at a generous
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table, great conversations, kids playing and media entertainment of
any kind on an extra-wide screen.
 
Lufthansa Technik’s local cooperation with DC Aviation. Lufthansa Technik had received the approval from the General Authority of Civil Aviation (GACA) of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia for
maintenance services on aircraft registered in Saudi Arabia. With
regards to this, Omar Aker, Lufthansa Technik’s Regional Sales
Manager stated: “We are only the second VIP MRO supplier in
the Gulf region approved for Saudi registered aircraft of the Airbus
A320CJ family and Boeing BBJ types. We welcome the opportunity
to further increase our service level for providing comprehensive
maintenance solutions and modifications.”
commercial aviation and MRO
the following will be on display
 
Digitalisation and latest developments in our AVIATAR tool
suite. With the continued customer-focused expansion of the
independent digital platform AVIATAR, Lufthansa Technik has
further integrated the possibilities of digitalization with proven
maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) services with automated
processes for engine washing, health management and failure prediction, ensuring higher reliability, lower maintenance costs and
avoidance of passenger compensation payments.
 
Mobile Engine Services’ Virtual Reality. Virtual reality showcases
on our Mobile Engine Services that aim to keep engines flying for as
long as possible with some of the fastest and the most cost-efficient
solutions in your vicinity to avoid time-consuming full load shop visits will also be a part of the exhibition at the airshow.
 
Increasing our local footprint. In order to meet growing customer
demands, Lufthansa Technik Middle East has doubled the size of
its facility and added new services to its portfolio, profiting from the
steadily expanding aviation market in the Gulf region. SP
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middle east represents a huge market for the us defence industrial complex. f-35 displayed here, at the last edition of the show, is one
of the latest offerings from the US to the middle east nations.

robotics that are revolutionising the aerospace industries within
Space, Cargo, Airport Solutions and Air Traffic Management.
INSIGHT INTO THE FUTURE
Through it various market insight reports, the Dubai Airshow
has well highlighted the crucial topics of the industry and more
action is expected on the same to channelize the future of the
industry. While various trends and opportunities are sure to
be highlighted in the show, the demands and the needs of the
future will be well addressed as well.
The global market situation is
resulting in clear technology trends,
across the whole of aerospace to anticipate and combat the changes. The next
10 years may well be the decade of
the unmanned aerial system (UAS) as
this segment of the aerospace industry
grows at an exponential rate.
The aerospace industry has also
taken proactive and bold steps to dramatically reduce emissions by 2050 as
the industry works on three pillars to
attain the goal: emissions reporting,
emissions mitigation, and emissions
offsetting. In fact, through the ICAO-led
programme, CORSIA (Carbon Offsetting
and Reduction Scheme for International
Aviation), the global industry has committed to reducing international flight
emissions to 50 per cent of the levels experienced in 2005.
Tracking emissions to ensure sustainable growth will also be a
discussion under the spotlight during the show.
In June, Dubai Airports Engineering projects (DAEP),
announced ambitious plans for Al Maktoum International to
become a ‘cosmic super-port’ handling hypersonic and space
aircraft in the future, as part of its Dubai 10X initiative. The
project aims at becoming the premier hub for future travel by
becoming an ‘aerotropolis’ and then a ‘cosmotropolis’ with the
region’s first spaceport and launch site.

WHAT ELSE TO EXPECT?
• As mentioned above, the Dubai Airshow is among the largest aerospace events in the Middle East for it brings together
key players from all aspects of the industry, including the
leading helicopter companies from the world. Visitors
have a chance to witness presentations from the Helicopter Company, alongside Bell, Sikorsky (a Lockheed Martin
Company), Leonardo, the Russian Helicopter Company and
many others.
• The event will be a blend of first time
exhibitors as S&K Technologies from the
USA and Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence from Italy as well as the industry giants including Rolls-Royce, Boeing,
Lockheed Martin, Airbus Corporate Jets,
Textron, Dassault Aviation, etc.
• It has been observed that many of
the major manufacturers prefer revealing their biggest announcements during airshows. Many such new launches,
tie-ups and surprises are expected from
the Dubai Airshow 2019 too.
• Some of the keynote speakers at
the show include Jean- Yves Le Gall,
President, Centre National d’Etudes
Spatiales (CNES); Arfan Chaudhry,
Head of International Policy, UK Space
Agency; Dr. Eng. Mohammed Nasser Al
Ahbabi, Director-General of the UAE
Space Agency and Apollo 15 Command Module Pilot Col. Al
Worden, USAF-Ret, among others.
• With exhibitors like DEPO from Pakistan, INETEC from
Croatia and Pattonair from the UK, Saudi Arabia, etc. it is
literally a global presence at the show.
• The Dubai Airshow’s signature Delegations Programme
is back too. Military and civil delegations from across the
world are invited to participate in the programme. In 2017,
the show hosted 279 delegations from 76 countries around
the world. SP

Photograph: Dubai Air Show

The next 10 years
may well be the
decade of the
unmanned aerial
system as this
segment of the
aerospace industry
grows at an
exponential rate
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g700

NEWEST FLAGSHIP:
G700 being unveiled at
NBAA-BACE 2019 held in
Las Vegas

Photographs: Gulfstrem

Gulfstream
Leaves the Industry
in awe
Built on the company’s decades-long investment in research and development, the G700, the
best ever in the ultra long-range jets, is being called the harbinger of a new era for Gulfstream
as well as that of the private aviation sector
By Ayushee Chaudhary
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g700

Donning 20 panoramic oval windows in the cabin that can
The private aviation industry was taken by storm last
month when Gulfstream’s new flagship model was revealed. seat 19 passengers or sleep 10 passengers, is being said to
Being claimed as the tallest, widest and longest cabin jet air- be the largest cabin in the industry. This new flagship model
craft in the industry, the $75 million jet has broken remarkable also boasts of having industry-leading fuel efficiency with a
records. The three records were earlier held by the Bombardier said range of 7,500 nautical miles at Mach 0.85 or 6,400 nm
Global 7500. The G700 was dramatically unveiled on the eve at Mach 0.90. In comparison, the Global 7500 has a range of
of annual National Business Aviation Association (NBAA) Busi- 7,700 nm and can achieve speeds of Mach 0.92.
Innovating with the class-apart, latest and technically
ness Aviation Convention Exhibition (NBAA-BACE) held at the
Las Vegas Convention Center and Henderson Executive Airport advance design, the all new cabin on the G700 lets the customer
from October 22 to 24, 2019, making it a historical night to extend their personal as well as professional lifestyle without
be remembered for the private aviation industry. A full-scale any hindrances. Thanks to it’s up to five living areas, the aircraft
mockup of the G700 was disclosed during the event and a video has an extra-large ultragalley with a passenger lounge or crew
of the aircraft was shown where the aircraft was taxing under compartment. There is also a six-place dining or conference
room; and a master suite with shower. Not only that, the 20
its own power at the Gulfstream headquarters in Savannah.
Result of extensive testing that included 14,000 hours in the Gulfstream panoramic oval windows enhance and promote the
lab and five different test vehicles, the G700’s cabin length is Gulfstream cabin experience which is not just the largest but is
56 feet and 11 inches, not including a 195-cubic-foot baggage also the industry’s lowest cabin altitude, 100 per cent fresh air
area and it stands six feet and three inches high, measuring and a whisper-quiet cabin.
G700 also adorns a large variety of cabin amenities that
eight feet and two inches wide. In 2022, the company expects to
are sure to revolutionise the benefits
start fulfilling orders to Qatar as well as
of business-jet travel which includes
Flexjet that was confirmed as the first
the most advanced circadian lightNorth American customer. Qatar Airing system in aviation. The advanced
ways which was announced formally
Result of extensive
technology of thousands of white and
as the launch customer of the aircraft
amber LEDs recreate sunrise and sunhad secured 10 orders for the airline’s
testing that included
set, gently coaxing passengers into their
Executive Division. The order units for
14,000 hours in the
new time zone and greatly reducing
Flexjet remained undisclosed.
lab and five different
the physical impact of traveling halfThe American aircraft company,
way around the world nonstop. Most
Gulfstream which is a wholly owned
test vehicles, the
of the design is integrated to make the
subsidiary of General Dynamics, also
G700’s cabin length
optimum use of the space. The all-new
accommodates as many as five sepaseats from the handcrafted collection
rate living areas in its new jet. “The
is 56 feet and 11
convert into ergonomic beds enhancing
Gulfstream G700 takes the very best
inches, not including
the comfort further.
elements from our most innovative
a 195-cubic-foot
The
award-winning
Symmetry
products and unites them with cutFlight Deck is also a feature in the G700
ting-edge advances to create an allbaggage area and it
along with other newer advancements.
new, advanced-technology aircraft
stands six feet and
The deck has active-control sidesticks
that redefines safety, comfort and
and the most extensive use of touchrange at speed. This announcement
three inches high,
screen technology. The flight deck also
is the biggest news in business aviameasuring eight feet
comes standard with another Gulftion history and is the result of the
and two inches wide
stream award-winner, the Predictive
investments General Dynamics made
Landing Performance System, Gulfto develop Gulfstream technology for
stream’s Enhanced Flight Vision System
Gulfstream products,” said Gulfstream
and Synthetic Vision on dual head-up
President Mark Burns, highlighting
displays. The system also provides the
that the G700 is certainly raising the
pilots with advanced warning of potential runway excursions
bar for the company as well as the industry.
Built on the company’s decades-long investment in so they can adjust approaches or go around.
Powered by high-thrust Rolls-Royce Pearl 700 engines and
research and development, the G700 is being called the harbinger of a new era for Gulfstream as well as that of the pri- the newly designed Gulfstream winglets, the aircraft guaranvate aviation sector. Ensuing the aircraft company’s success, tees high performance capabilities with excellent takeoff and
the G700 comes with a leading range as well as high speed landing performance and the ability to operate easily at weightcapabilities to take the elite travelers around the world in a restricted, short-runway and high-altitude airports.
The company has successfully completed ground vibration
limited time with the best of the luxurious experience in the
air. Faster speeds allows customers more time, lower annual testing, engine runs, loads calibration and all structural testing
expenses for maintenance, parts and services, and shorter required for first flight. The G700 flight-test fleet will incorporate
five traditional test aircraft and one fully outfitted production
crew days for safer operations.
test aircraft. Manufacturing for all test aircraft is well underway.
The business aviation industry should be ready to bask
A CABIN RICH IN INNOVATIVE DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY
Amalgamating the proven ultra long-range, speed and perfor- in the comfortable cabin, rejuvenate and connect the most
mance with flight-deck innovation and cutting-edge cabin cre- spacious, innovative and flexible cabin in the industry honing
ation to offer customers an unprecedented aircraft experience, the highest of the standards. The G700 also lets you curate
the Gulfstream G700 is being declared as the most spacious, ideal flight experience with exquisite designs and flexible
configurations. SP
best-performing aircraft in the business-jet industry.
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DH 106 Comet —
The World’s First Jet Airliner
The Comet paid the price for being the first commercial jet as it
encountered the inevitable pitfalls which other manufacturers took note
of and remedied

The first flight of a turbojet-powered manned
aircraft, a Heinkel He 178, took place in Germany on August
27, 1939. During World War II, the focus was naturally on
military jets. The United States soon took and retained its lead
in jet technology ever since. Yet, it was in the United Kingdom
that the first commercial jet airliner emerged. Aviation company de Havilland challenged the then widely held scepticism
about the suitability of jet engines for commercial aviation and
proposed a pure turbojet design to the British government.
The de Havilland DH 106 Comet prototype first flew on
July 27, 1949. It was an all-metal, low-wing, cantilever monoplane featuring several elements that were fairly innovative
for the period. It was powered by two pairs of de Havilland
Ghost 50 Mk1 turbojet engines buried in the wing roots. The
engines were economical in operations above 30,000 feet.
The state-owned British Overseas Airways Corporation
(BOAC) operated the Comet on its first scheduled flight on May
2, 1952, on the London to Johannesburg route. The flight via
Rome, Beirut, Khartoum, Entebbe and Livingstone took just
over 23 hours and was an unqualified triumph. The propeller-powered airliners of the time had to fly low due to their
unpressurised cabins and were rather uncomfortable and
noisy. They often encountered turbulence as they tried to dodge
bad weather. In contrast, the Comet offered a relatively quiet
and vibration-free journey from its cruising altitude of almost
40,000 ft. Its large rectangular picture windows gave passengers a stunning view of the Earth below. No other airliner
boasted of a galley that served hot and cold food and drinks,
a bar, and separate men’s and women’s toilets. And all this
luxury came at the same ticket price as BOAC’s piston-engine
aircraft, since the Comet needed only 43 per cent load factor to
be commercially viable. In the first year of operation, Comets
carried 30,000 passengers and airliner sales were growing. All
indicators pointed towards commercial success while aviation
analysts opined that Britain had stolen a vital march of three to
five years over the rest of the world in jet airliners.
However, disaster struck on March 3, 1953, when a Canadian Pacific Airlines Comet 1 failed to get airborne while
attempting a night takeoff from Karachi. All five crew and six
passengers on board were killed, making this the first fatal
crash of a jet airliner. On May 2, 1953, BOAC Flight 783 broke
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up in mid-air shortly after takeoff from Kolkata killing all 43
passengers and crew. It was presumed that squally weather
was the root cause. On January 10, 1954, BOAC Flight 781
crashed into the sea off the Italian coast, killing all 35 on board.
All Comets were grounded and an investigation was conducted.
Since planes did not have flight data or cockpit voice
recorders, investigators had to figure out what had happened
purely from the physical evidence. The ruptured lungs of
many passengers were a sure indicator that the cabin had
experienced an explosive decompression at altitude. However,
the Comet project was crucial for the success of the British
aerospace industry and BOAC. Hence, after some modifications that were carried out, the airliner was declared safe
and flights resumed within just ten weeks on March 23, 1954.
This decision quickly proved fatal, because on April 8, 1954,
South African Airways Flight 201 on a flight from Rome to
Cairo, crashed into the Mediterranean with the loss of all 21
on board. The Comet fleet was grounded once again.
This time, the investigation was much more thorough and
prolonged and investigation into the similar accident in January was reopened. After intense testing, investigation revealed
two serious design defects. First, the constant stress of pressurisation and depressurisation at high altitudes could weaken an
area of the fuselage around the Comet’s rectangular windows.
Secondly, the skin of the aircraft had been made as thin as
possible to save weight. Hence metal fatigue in the airframe, a
phenomenon not fully understood at the time, could ultimately
result in explosive decompression and structural failure.
The airliner had to be extensively redesigned and resumed
flying only after four years as the Comet 4. However, by then
the American Boeing 707 and Douglas DC-8 jets had captured the market. They were larger, faster, had better range
and were more cost-effective than the Comet. An experienced
Comet pilot Peter Duffey said ruefully of the Comet 4: “It was
a super aircraft. It was beautiful to fly and land, but it was too
late.” The Comet paid the price for being the first commercial
jet as it encountered the inevitable pitfalls which other manufacturers took note of and remedied. But jet airliner travel
became that much safer because of it. SP
— Joseph Noronha
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First Air-to-Air Refueling (Aar) By A400M
Tanker

as a tanker, not requiring a dedicated
aircraft version. The A400M carries up to
111,600 lb of fuel in its wings and centre
wing box, without compromising any
cargo hold area.

Raksha Mantri Rajnath Singh Approves
Open General Export Licences

Airbus Defence and Space has announced that it has performed the first
AAR contacts between the A400M tankertransport aircraft and a helicopter. The
tests, which were carried out over four
flights, saw 51 ‘dry‘, which means no
fuel passed, contacts between an A400M
tanker and an Airbus Helicopter H225M
Caracal helicopter. The contacts were
made between 1,000 ft and 10,000 ft
altitude and at speeds as low as 105 kt.
The tests also included the first proximity
trials between the A400M and an Airbus
Helicopters H160 helicopter. The A400M
is certified to be quickly configured

Raksha Mantri Shri Rajnath Singh has
approved issuance of two Open General
Export Licences (OGELs) for export of
certain parts and components and intracompany transfer of technology to select
countries. It will give a boost to defence
exports and enhance ease of doing business. The application for grant of OGEL
will be considered by Department of
Defence Production (DDP) on a case-tocase basis.
Following a demand by the exporters, the DDP held extensive consultations
with various stakeholders and formulated this OGEL policy and submitted for
Raksha Mantri’s approval. The countries
allowed under the OGELs are Belgium,
France, Germany, Japan, South Africa,
Spain, Sweden, UK, USA, Canada, Italy,
Poland and Mexico. Export of items to a
‘Special Economic Zone’ is not permitted.

Aero MRO India A&D 2019 Draws
Participation from MRO Leaders
MRO
Association
of
India
announces its annual two-day bespoke
conference & exhibition, Aero India MRO

Aerospace & Defence 2019 to be held on
December 4 & 5, 2019 at Hotel Pride Plaza,
Aerocity, New Delhi. Aero MRO India A&D
has drawn participation from Air India Engineering Ltd., GMR Aero Technik, Lufthansa
Technik, Safran Group, Gujsail, etc. while
some more are in the pipeline. The two-day
conference includes topics such as Regulatory Frame Work, Issues relating to Airport
Operators, GST impact on MRO Industry,
Skill Development, Civil-Military Cooperation,
Panel Discussions on various topics pertaining to the growth of Indian MRO Industry.
Interesting topics to be covered in the
two-day conference include Government
view in enhancing the Indian MRO Industry;
HAL’s journey for eight decades and its role
in Military and Civil MRO; OEM Support to
Indian MRO; How India is a thriving market
for Investments in MRO business; Making
Indian MROs Tax Friendly for Overseas Customers; Impact of GST on MRO and General Aviation; Harmonization of Standards &
Qualifications for MRO in India & Asia; How
does Defence Forces look at opportunities in
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Indian market both in civil aviation & defence
sector?; Skill Development and Human
Resource planning in MRO sector; and,
Building a robust MRO ecosystem by Indian
Vendor Development, among other topics.
Aero India MRO A&D 2019 is supported by industry bodies such as Business Aircraft Operators Association of
India (BOAO), Rotary Wings Society of
India (RWSI), Society of Indian Aerospace
Technologies and Industries (SIATI), etc.
Media Supporter and Partners of the event
include Aviation Week Network, Aviation
& Defence Universe, Aviation World, Air
Cargo Update and Aviation Guide, etc.
Aero India MRO A&D 2019 will witness
a congregation of Airlines, MROs, OEMs,
Supply Chain Managers, Legal Experts,
Lease and Finance Experts, Support Services Providers, Bureaucrats, Defence
Forces, Airport Developers and operators,
to name a few.
For more details contact:
MRO Association of India
Email: mroassociationofindia@gmail.com
Website: http://www.mroassociation.in,
www.aeromro.in SP
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Boeing

Boeing has won a $156.9 million contract modification for
the FMS to Royal Saudi Air Force F-15SA Original Equipment Manufacturer Training Programme. Saudi Arabia’s
F-15SA Advanced Eagle includes Raytheon’s APG-63(V)3
AESA radar, fly-by-wire control systems and two additional
under-wing weapons stations, bringing the total to 11. It
also features other modifications. Work is expected to be
completed by December 31, 2021.

Bell-Boeing

Taking tilt-rotor operations to new heights, Rolls-Royce
AE 1107C engines have exceeded one million engine
flight hours on the Bell-Boeing V-22 Osprey, the world’s
only production tilt-rotor aircraft. The Bell-Boeing V-22
fleet has also reached a milestone, achieving 500,000
flight hours.
GKN AerospaceGKN Aerospace has designed,
manufactured and delivered a mid-scale demonstrator
tool to the GKN Aerospace Filton facility under the ‘Wing of
Tomorrow’ programme. This tool provides a fully functioning
automated low-pressure RTM system for the Airbus-led
programme’s composite wing spar. The spar is considered
one of the most challenging aerospace components to
design and manufacture.

Gulfstream

Gulfstream Aerospace has won a $31.9 million order for
the purchase of one Gulfstream aircraft, parts, tooling and
two years of Contractor Logistics Support for sustainment
of the aircraft. Gulfstream, a subsidiary of General Dynamics, has produced more than 2,000 aircraft since 1958.
Work is expected to be completed by May 31, 2022.

Israel Aerospace
Industries

At the DSEI 2019, Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) unveiled
a new electro-optical system called POPSTAR, which is capable of detecting small UAVs. The system is designed for
both military and civilian uses such as border surveillance
and protecting civilian sites such as airports. It consists of
an electro-optical system that can be mounted on a tripod
or vehicle and rotates to scan an assigned sector to detect
and then track flying objects.

Kuwait

The first of the Airbus H225Ms to be delivered to Kuwait
later this year, has started flight testing. Kuwait ordered 30
of the long-range multi-role H225Ms in August 2016. They
will be operated by the Kuwait Air Force and the Kuwait
National Guard. There are currently 95 H225Ms in service
across the world, having accumulated around 114,000
flight hours.

Marvin Engineering

Marvin Engineering has won a $42.4 million firm-fixedprice contract for 770 F/A-18E/F LAU-127 E/A guided
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missile launchers for the US Navy as well as for the
governments of Kuwait and Switzerland. The Marvin LAU127 missile rail launcher enables the F/A-18 carrier-based
strike fighter to carry and launch the radar-guided AIM-120
Advanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missile and the AIM-9X
Sidewinder heat-seeking missile.

Northrop Grumman

Northrop Grumman has won a $11 million firm-fixedpriced delivery order for electronic surveillance in support
of the P-8 aircraft programme. The P-8A Poseidon has
advanced sensors and mission systems, including a stateof-the-art multi-role radar, high definition cameras and
an acoustic system. Work is expected to be completed by
December 1, 2021.
Northrop Grumman won a $16.2 million contract
modification that provides non-recurring engineering to
incorporate Phase II of the Multifunctional Information
Distribution System/Joint Tactical Radio System on the
E-2D Advanced Hawkeye aircraft. The modification is in
support of the Government of Japan. Estimated completion
will be in December 2021.
Northrop Grumman has won a $375.8 million firmfixed-price delivery order for Multi Function Active Sensor
Radar Systems for the MQ-4C Triton Unmanned Aircraft
System. The MQ-4C Triton is an autonomously operated
system that provides a persistent maritime ISR capability
using multiple maritime sensors. Estimated completion
date is December 31, 2025.

Rafael Advanced Defence
Systems

Local media has reported that Rafael Advanced Defence
Systems has acquired a 50 percent stake in Israeli
aerospace engineering company Kanfit. The deal is valued
at tens of millions of shekels. Founded in 1986, Kanfit is
considered a leading global supplier for UAV components.
The company manufactures primary and detailed parts,
subassemblies and ready-to-fly assemblies across the
entire production chain.

Royal Netherlands Air
Force

The Netherlands’ Defence organisation is buying
an additional nine F-35 Joint Strike Fighter aircraft
at around € 1 billion (about $1.10 billion). State
Secretary Barbara Visser informed the House of
Representatives by letter on October 8, 2019. The total
number of F-35s of the Royal Netherlands Air Force will
increase to 46.

US State Department

The US State Department has made a determination
approving a possible FMS to Korea of 120 AIM-120C7/C-8 Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air Missiles
(AMRAAM) with support for an estimated cost of
$253 million.
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AIRPORTS AUTHORITY OF INDIA

Arvind Singh, an IAS officer of 1988
batch, Maharastra cadre, has been
appointed as the Chairman of Airports
Authority of India.

BOEING

On October 22, 2019, Boeing Company
announced the following appointments effective immediately:
• Stan Deal to succeed Kevin McAllister as President and CEO of Boeing Commercial Airplanes.
• Ted Colbert to succeed Deal as
President and CEO of Boeing
Global Services.

EMBRAER

Embraer has made the following appointments:
• Antonio Carlos Garcia has been
elected by the Board of Directors
of Embraer as the company’s new
Chief Financial Officer and Investor
Relations Officer, replacing Nelson
Salgado. He will take over on January 1, 2020.
• Nelson Salgado will take over as
the Company’s Chief Operations
Officer with effect from January 1,
2020.

GULFSTREAM

On October 7, 2019, Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation announced the appointment of Peter Vasconcelos, an in-
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dustry veteran, as Regional Senior Vice
President of Sales for the North-Eastern
United States and Eastern Canada.

INDIAN AIR FORCE (IAF)

The following appointments at senior
levels have been made in the IAF in
October-November 2019:
• On October 14, 2019, Air Marshal
Arvindra Singh Butola VM VSM took
over as Air Officer Commanding-inChief, Training Command, IAF.
• On November 1, 2019, Air Marshal B Suresh PVSM AVSM VM
ADC took over as the Air Officer
Commanding-in-Chief, Western Air
Command, IAF.
• On November 1, 2019, Air Marshal
Amit Dev, AVSM VSM, took over as
Air Officer in Charge Personnel at
Air Headquarters, Vayu Bhavan.
• On November 1, 2019, Air Marshal
Manavendra Singh, AVSM VrC
VSM, took over as Director General
Inspection and Safety at Air Headquarters, RK Puram.

LOCKHEED MARTIN

Lockheed Martin has made the following appointments that have been
effective from October 14, 2019:
• Timothy Cahill as Senior Vice President of Lockheed Martin International and a Corporate Officer.
• Richard Edwards as Strategic Advisor to the CEO.

First Kc-130J Super Hercules Aerial
Refuelers From Lockheed Martin

Lockheed Martin has announced that it
has delivered the first of two KC-130J
Super Hercules aerial refuelers to representatives from France’s Armée de l’Air’s
62st Transport Wing. France will receive
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News

digest

a total of four Super Hercules aircraft —
two C-130J-30 combat delivery airlifters and two KC-130J aerial refuelers
— through a FMS with the US government. The two C-130J-30 airlifters were
delivered in 2017 and 2018. The second
KC-130J will be delivered in 2020.

General Dynamics Gets Contract for
Cruise Missile

General Dynamics has won a $36 million
contract for 21 forging sets and 660 warhead housings to support the production
of guided missile warhead sections for
the weapon system for the government of
Saudi Arabia. The AGM-84H/K SLAM-ER
is an advanced stand-off precision-guided, air-launched cruise missile produced
by Boeing Defence, Space and Security
for the US Armed Forces and their allies.
Work is expected to be completed in
March 2028.

Qatar Airways places $4 billion LEAP-1A
engine order

Qatar Airways has announced that it
has ordered CFM International LEAP1A engines to power its new fleet of 50
Airbus A321neo family aircraft, placing
the largest A321neo order ever in the
Middle East. In addition, the national
airline of the State of Qatar has also
signed with CFM a Rate-Per-Flight-Hour
(RPFH) support agreement to cover its

entire fleet of LEAP-1A engines, including spares, for a combined total value
of $4 billion at list price. Qatar Airways
has been a CFM customer since 2015
and currently operates a fleet of eight
CFM56-5B-powered A320ceo family
aircraft. The first LEAP-1A-powered
A321neo is scheduled to be delivered
in 2020. CFM International’s advanced
LEAP engine continues to set a new
industry standard for fuel efficiency and
asset utilization as the fleet continues
the most rapid buildup in commercial
aviation history, with the fleet logging
more than five million engine flight
hours through August, three years after
commencing commercial service.

India’s Indigenous Bvraam Successfully
Tested

An Indian Air Force Sukhoi Su-30MKI
has test fired the country’s first domestically designed and developed beyond
visual range air-to-air missile (BVRAAM),
designated as Astra, as part of ongoing
user trials on September 16. “The live
aerial target was engaged accurately
demonstrating the capability of first indigenous air-to-air missile,” the Ministry
of Defence (MoD) said in a press release.
The Astra BVRAAM is expected to be
officially inducted by the end of 2019.
Limited serial production of the Astra
BVRAAM began in 2017. 

QuickRoundUp

US Navy

The US Navy has awarded Robertson Fuel Systems a $31.1
million contract to manufacture and deliver eight V-22
mission auxiliary tank systems for extended range of flight
requirements in support of V-22 aircraft for the US Navy,
Marine Corps and Air Force as well as the Government
of Japan. Japan had ordered the first five Ospreys in
July 2015 for $332 million. Work will be completed in
November 2021.
The US Navy has awarded Bell Boeing Joint
Programme Office a $14.5 million modification, which
exercises an option to procure support to implement
capability defect packages and problem reports in
accordance with work package task lists in support of
V-22 fleet sustainment efforts. Work is expected to be
completed by June 2021.

Vistara

Vistara, a joint venture of Tata Sons and Singapore
Airlines, has finalised an engine order for 26 LEAP-1A
engines to power 13 new Airbus A-320neo in addition
to the 37 leased aircraft from the A-320neo family,
ordered in July 2018 and the ten leased aircraft already
in service. Vistara has also signed a long-term Rate Per
Flight Hour (RPFH) agreement for the maintenance of the
120 LEAP-1A engines.

BUSINESS AVIATION: IBAC announces new Governing Board

Sudhir Nayak will continue as treasurer
of the new IBAC governing board

The International Business Aviation
Council (IBAC) has announced its new Gov-
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erning Board Executive Officers, selected
at its 70th meeting following the Business
Aviation Convention and Exhibition in Las
Vegas, U.S.A.
Ali Alnaqbi, Founder and Chairman
of the Middle East and North Africa Business Aviation Association will become
Chairman of the IBAC governing Board
from January 1, 2020. Alnaqbi is currently
the Vice-Chairman of the Board. Juergen
Wiese, Chairman of the European Business Aviation Association, will become
Vice-Chairman.
Sudhir Nayak of the Business Aircraft
Operators Association of India will continue to serve as the treasurer of the IBAC
governing board. This is another feather
in BAOA’s cap and indicative of the growing influence of Indian ‘Business Aviation’
(BA) community at global level. Mr. Sudhir
Nayak expressed his happiness over his reelection and said that he is looking forward
to this as another opportunity to promote
best safety practice for BA in India through
IBAC’s International Standard for Business

Aircraft Operations (IS-BAO) and International Standard for Business Aircraft Handlers (IS-BAH).
“I appreciate the commitment to IBAC
and the global business aviation community that each of these gentlemen has
demonstrated in their participation in IBAC
and their respective associations,” said
Kurt Edwards, Director General of IBAC. “It
will be a pleasure to work with them and
the board over the next three years as we
expand IBAC to meet the needs of a growing, vibrant industry.”
Like BAOA, IBAC is also a non-profit
association representing the interests of
business aviation worldwide. Established
in 1981, IBAC serves an international voice
for the business aviation community. IBAC
governance is exercised through the governing board with representatives from
each of the 14 member associations. IBAC
has permanent observer status at International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO),
the UN Specialist Agency for aviation matters, in Montreal, Canada. SP
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LAST word

collaboration
a MUST

ILLUSTRATION: Anoop Kamath

The Indian Aerospace Industry will have to go in
for extensive collaboration with the competent and
reputed global OEMs until then India’s own 5th Gen
Fighter will remain a dream unfulfilled.
In a briefing to the media on October 5 this year just
ahead of the 87th anniversary of the Indian Air Force (IAF), the
newly appointed Chief of the Air Staff (CAS) Air Chief Marshal
R.K.S. Bhadauria, stated that the IAF had no plans to procure a
fifth-generation combat aircraft from abroad and that the service
would depend totally on and fully support the programme initiated by the Indian aerospace industry to indigenously develop
the Advanced Medium Combat Aircraft (AMCA), a fifth-generation platform with stealth features. This will enable the IAF to
foray into the next generation of combat capability and significantly enhance its operational status. This will also help the IAF
in the attainment of its objective of achieving a clear operational
edge over the Pakistan Air Force as also to be able to match the
capability at least partially, of the People’s Liberation Army Air
Force. This is particularly relevant as the strength of the combat
fleet of the IAF has been depleting rapidly over the last ten years
and currently is down to 30 squadrons as against a strength of 42
authorised by the Government of India. With the retirement from
service of the ageing MiG-21 Bison fleet as also the remaining
MiG-27 fighter jets, the strength is only going to reduce further
to alarming levels with serious consequences for the operational
status of the IAF. To compound the problem, efforts by the IAF to
procure 126 Rafale jets to equip six squadrons failed eight years
after the issue of the tender to the global aerospace majors. The
procurement of 36 Rafale jets on an emergency basis through a
direct deal with the Government of France, will provide only partial relief to the distressful situation the IAF has descended into.
While the statement about the AMCA that has emanated
from the highest echelons of the IAF is undoubtedly inspiring, there will be a need to make a comprehensive assessment
of the capability of the Indian aerospace industry to fulfil the
aspirations of the IAF as enunciated by the CAS. While the
Indian aerospace industry has performed reasonably well in
the regime of rotary-wing platforms, the same cannot be said
about its efforts to develop a fourth-generation fighter jet, the
light combat aircraft (LCA) Tejas for the IAF and the Indian
Navy. The project for the LCA Tejas was launched in 1983 with
the responsibility of design being assigned to the Aeronautical Development Agency (ADA) created specifically for this
purpose. The responsibility of production of the aircraft was
assigned to Hindustan Aeronautics Limited. Unfortunately, the
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By air marshal b.K. PANDEY (Retd)

involvement of the IAF in the LCA Tejas project was restricted
to defining the capabilities expected of the platform by spelling out the Air Staff Requirements and keeping an eye on the
progress of the project through an officer of a fairly senior
rank attached to ADA. Unlike the Indian Navy that is far more
intimately involved at the management level in the building
of warships and submarines by the different shipyards in the
country, the involvement of the IAF in the LCA Tejas project
has been peripheral. This clearly is an organisational weakness that needs to be addressed and corrected.
Despite all assurances from the Indian aerospace industry,
it has been a long wait for the IAF for the LCA Tejas as it took
the Indian aerospace industry more than 32 years to hand over
the first aircraft to the IAF. HAL claims to have the capability to
produce eight LCA Tejas Mk I aircraft per year; but this capability is yet to be demonstrated. In the meantime, the government
has indicated that the rate of production of the LCA Mk I and IA
will be doubled to 16 aircraft per year to complete delivery in
the committed time frame of the 123 aircraft ordered by the IAF
so far. As to when this enhanced rate of production capability of
16 aircraft per year will be a reality, cannot be stated with any
degree of certainty.
Moving further ahead, the Indian aerospace industry has
plans to develop the more powerful and capable Mark II version of the LCA. Given the rate of progress of the LCA Tejas
Mk I project, even the LCA Mk II at present appears to be a
distant dream. By all reckoning, the development of the AMCA
is going to be far more complex technologically in respect of
airframe design, engine technology, avionics and weapons systems. Development and production of this futuristic combat
platform will undoubtedly be a formidable challenge for the
Indian aerospace industry. The experience with the LCA Tejas
programme does not generate the level of confidence in the
capability of the industry to live up to the expectations enunciated by the CAS.
Unless the Indian aerospace industry goes in for extensive collaboration with competent and reputed global original
equipment manufacturers as also enhances the involvement of
the IAF in the management of the project, there is little chance
of the dreams of the IAF of entry into the fifth-generation, being
fulfilled in a respectable time frame. SP
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